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Cats versus Dogs

How do biologists think? That is, how do scientists studying the living world conceive of their subject? Well, in bountiful ways: biologists are about as varied as life. There is no one way that life is, nor a single perspective best for understanding it. However, some perspectives are common, widespread, and fundamentally biological: they glom onto something that makes life *life*. My aim in this Element is to introduce and examine one major biological perspective; what I’ll call “comparative thinking”. What is that? Let’s start with cats.

It would be unnecessarily divisive (if however true) to argue that cats are better than dogs. I’ll instead introduce comparative thinking by discussing how cats are special in one important respect. Let’s consider some skulls, beginning with the domestic cat:

1. Cat skull, Kimberly Brumble
We'll not need fancy anatomical knowledge here. Notice the gap between the molars at the back and the incisors towards the front of the jaw. The molars continue before a short gap, after which the foreteeth begin. Let's look at another skull.

2: Smilodon fatalis, Kimberly Brumble

This is the extinct North American felid Smilodon fatalis, the saber-tooth lion. Here, the molar-incisor gap is even more pronounced. This gap is a distinctive feature of cat skulls. Consider, for instance, this representative dog-skull:
This is a wolf, not a domesticated dog (artificial selection has warped dog skulls into weird shapes). Focus on the molars and incisors: the gap, insofar as there is one, is much less pronounced. In this sense, dog skulls are more typical of Carnivora, the ancestral group including dogs, cats, bears, weasels and their allies. Check out this badger:
Again, molars and canines are more-or-less continuous: this is no cat. Consider one more skull, asking yourself: cat or no?
Yes: it’s a cat—a tiger.

Why the distinctive molar-incisor gap in felids? One answer lies in their distinctive killing style, the ‘throat-clamp’ (Turner 1997). Cats standardly dispatch prey by placing their jaws over the neck and squeezing, blocking oxygen flow. The gap provides a space in which a windpipe may be blocked or crushed. Other carnivora use throat-clamps on occasion, but not to kill. Cats are built to dispatch prey using that manoeuvre.

So, cats are special insofar as they have a distinctive killing style and a morphology built to match. Don’t put too much weight on ‘specialness’: I’m sure there are similar arguments to be made about, say, dogs. Claims about uniqueness or specialness in biology are typically made against a contrast class and turn on how we describe the critters we’re interested in (see Wong 2019, Tucker 1998). When we’re focusing on jaws and that dental feature, cats come out as special. Perhaps if we are interested in who’s the best girl, boy, or otherwise, dogs would too.

Feline specialness comes out especially in an evolutionary context, particularly if we contrast them with marsupials. Cats are placental mammals, a group with deep roots in the Jurassic period. Like other mammals, they didn’t come into their own morphologically until the closing of the Mesozoic Era, after which they spread over much of the Earth. Meanwhile, the until-recent isolation of South America and Australia enabled a quite different bunch of mammals to flourish: marsupials. Over the post-Dinosaur Cenozoic, groups of marsupials took to predatory ways of life, and often their skulls would evolve to resemble those of dogs. Have a look at the figure below:

6: Principal component analysis of mammal skull shape, detail from Goswami et al 2011, 6 © Royal Society.
The figure maps two dimensions of skull morphology using a principal component analysis. Roughly, a principal component analysis takes data from a complex set of dimensions and ‘summarizes’ them into a smaller set while retaining patterns from the original data (see Lever, Krzywinski & Altman 2017). So, the dimensions represent ways in which a skull’s morphology might be transformed, drawn from data about variation in mammalian skulls. Across these dimensions, Goswami et al arrange various lineages. The pictorial images represent placental mammals, the letters marsupials. Placement, then, captures that lineage’s skull morphology in terms of the two dimensions. Notice that dogs cluster together slightly to the right of the diagram’s centre, while cats cluster to the left of the dogs. Crucially, a fair number of letters—marsupials—overlap with ‘dog-space’. But none do so with ‘cat-space’. Marsupial predators evolved a dog-like skull at least four times, yet no known marsupial has evolved a cat-skull. Why no marsupial cats?

Hypotheses concerning the uniqueness of cats’ jaw morphology focus on development (see Goswami et al 2009). Where placentals have several ‘eruption points’ (locations in the jaw where molars emerge), marsupials have one: molars develop one at a time on each side of the jaw, shifting along like a conveyor belt. This may mean marsupials have less scope for specialization, blocking their capacity to develop cat-like dentition. Due to this (the thought goes) if you’re a marsupial, dog-space is accessible but cat-space is not.

Another hypothesis identifies marsupial birth as the culprit. Marsupials are born comparatively underdeveloped, emerging from the mother’s womb and climbing to the safety of her pouch. Climbing to the pouch requires a tight jaw grip, necessitating a well-developed skull. Needing a strong jaw early in development might lessen the marsupials’ capacity to innovate related morphology. That is, the jaw developing earlier closes opportunities for new variation. Thus us placentals, whose development occurs in the relative safety of the womb, might be
evolutionarily freer to experiment with jaw and tooth morphology. These constraints potentially explain why our marsupial cousins evolve dog-like skulls but not cat-like skulls.

So, cats are special: they have a distinctive killing style, partly enabled by their placental ancestry. The evolution of their skull shapes are enabled by the developmental plasticity of placental molars, perhaps due to multiple molar eruption points or the long stay in the womb. To understand this, we examined skull morphology in cats, linking the molar-incisor gap to features of feline behaviour. We then expanded our search, comparing cats to other Carnivora, and then to marsupials in iterative steps. These steps build what I’ll call an ‘evolutionary profile’: we situate felines and other lineages within their developmental, phylogenetic and adaptive context across multiple scales. Why so much comparison? And why those comparisons in particular? And further, why does this kind of reasoning seem so distinctively biological?

Here’s a short answer. Two sets of processes shape life. First, some act as glue connecting lineages: sex, cloning, growth and the fusion of populations create causal, ancestral, connections. Second, processes creating variation within and between lineages. Mutation, meiosis, death and birth: the vagaries of survival, luck, and the effects of environmental pressure. Understanding of these processes underwrite how biologists work with comparisons between organisms. Cats’ unique morphology is owed to both the developmental capacities and constraints bequeathed by their placental heritage and to natural selection’s driving them towards a predatory niche. Processes building causal connections and those generating variation and adaptation—and their integration—fundamentally underwrite comparative thinking in biology.

The long answer is the rest of this Element.
I’m going to argue that comparative thinking is a distinct biological reasoning strategy. This thinking and the methods relating to it are deeply theoretical, informed and enabled by our understanding of the two kinds of processes above.

Why “comparative” thinking? Do all biological comparisons involve ancestry and adaptation? No. So why then the label? A few reasons. First, I’m referencing a set of techniques that biologists often call “the” comparative method. This typically involves combining phylogenetic information with methods of organizing data about variation across taxa (such as principal component analysis). When biologists talk about comparative methods, they’re typically referring to techniques closely aligned with comparative thinking. Second, there’s a tradition of understanding biology in terms of ‘styles of thinking’. These involve a canonical explanatory schema and an accompanying perspective or point of view. As we’ll see, Ernst Mayr argued that Darwinian perspectives matter because they lead us from ‘essentialist thinking’ to ‘population thinking’. I reckon comparative thinking is another such style. But the label is imperfect: it captures a major and widespread way that biologists make comparisons, but it doesn’t capture all comparisons biologists make.

This Element’s structure is straightforward: Part 1 puts comparative thinking on the table, parts 2 and 3 put it to work.

Part 1 will introduce and analyse comparative thinking. I’ll begin by dipping my toe into the rather tricky conceptual territory comparative thinking bumps up against, specifically the notions of ‘homology’ and ‘homoplasy’. I’ll then consider two kinds of inferences. One, ‘phylogenetic’, follows ancestry; the other, ‘convergent’, follows adaptation. I’ll go on to argue, via a discussion of adaptationism, that comparative thinking critically involves the integration of both ancestry and adaptation. This will lead me to analyse the epistemic situation of comparative thinking, emphasizing its locality: comparative inferences are restrained by phylogeny and sensitive to
description. Finally, I'll discuss how comparative thinking matters for determining the significance of biological studies, discoveries and results.

In part 2 we'll examine how comparative thinking matters in experimental contexts by considering comparative psychology. In particular, I'll argue that a much-discussed principle, ‘Morgan’s Canon’, is made sense of via comparative thinking. First, Morgan’s Canon, which tells us to prefer certain kinds of hypotheses about animal cognition (namely ‘simple’ ones), can be understood in comparative terms: it tells us to prefer hypotheses which makes sense in an adaptive, ancestral context. Second, this approach is revelatory of the experimental strategies comparative psychologists adopt. The Canon can both be understood as a guide to which hypotheses to accept, and to what kinds of confounding variables to control for in experiments. Understood thusly, Morgan’s Canon rightly places comparative thinking as central to experimental approaches to animal cognition.

In part 3 we'll shift to more theoretical territory, considering conceptual and empirical work concerning the ‘shape of life’, that is, the contingency or otherwise of macroevolution. There, I’ll argue that the locality of comparative thinking undermines attempts to understand life’s contingency in general terms. As we'll see, both conceptual and empirical grip is lost at grand scales. I’ll argue instead that ‘contextual contingency theses’, that is, those grounded in particular ancestral and adaptive nexuses, make for powerful and productive research.

What, then, is my overall aim? I think that comparative approaches play a profound role in the biological sciences. If you’ll permit me a little pretension, I want to articulate the essence of comparative methods in biology; which I call ‘comparative thinking’. To do so, I’ll analyse and abstract from what I take to be particularly clear and telling examples of those practices. I’ll also stick to a pretty abstract level of detail—I’ll do my best to keep things simple scientifically (and at least attempt the same philosophically…).
Why should we want such a thing? For philosophers and those interested in an abstract understanding of scientific practice, the dividends are clear. Philosophers of biology have attended a fair bit to experimentation and a whole lot to models (particularly if we construe ‘model’ as including biological theory), but little space has been devoted to the biological tripod’s third leg: the use of comparisons to investigate the living world. In examining that leg, we’ll get a deeper understanding of the methods themselves, their applicability, how they play into biological and other sciences, and how this interacts with practices of integration, categorization, and the warrants underwriting biological claims. Comparative thinking, I’ll suggest, is often critical both for how biological claims are established and for driving biological research.

For practicing scientists the rewards are less direct. Nonetheless, I’ve a few things to bring to the table. My analysis of comparative thinking emphasizes the differences between biological and some non-biological sciences. Scientists are prone to worries about legitimacy: ‘physics envy’ at its most pernicious: the idea that biological research should in some sense follow or mock research in the physical sciences. But different kinds of systems require different research approaches and tools; there is no one way of being a successful scientist. Seeing the critical function of distinctly biological processes in shaping life suggests that the differences between biological systems and those that, say, physicists tackle are such that biologists shouldn’t do science as physicists do: envy is misplaced. That is, the ontological differences between the living and non-living world necessitate different research strategies (Currie & Walsh 2018). Moreover, understanding comparative thinking can advance our understanding of comparative psychology and macroevolutionary theory in and, I suspect, more besides. It is worth noting that comparative thinking, although rooted in Darwinian biology, can in some circumstances extend to the social sciences and human history, so long as there are social analogues of ancestry, adaptation and other biological processes (Currie 2016). More work is required to understand how comparative thinking plays out in human-focused science, but a firm understanding of comparative thinking in biology underwrites that further project. Finally, I think (well, at least
hope!) that the kind of explanation I'll provide herein can inform biologists in a general way: why comparative thinking is so important, its role in scientific practice, and its limitations.

If you’re au fait with contemporary philosophy of biology you might at this juncture be suspicious. Not only have I led with charismatic eukaryotes—mammals even— I’ve also appealed to a perhaps played-out biological theme: evolution; ancestry and adaptation. Despite being well-worn, I think there’s more to be said about how biologists’ conceptions of evolution matters for how their work proceeds. To wit, they often think comparatively: conceiving of biological systems as lineages shaped by ancestry and adaptation. Considering comparative thinking doesn’t simply help us understand how this style of reasoning works and why, it also helps us understand when it breaks down, when it doesn’t work, and why comparative thinking alone isn’t sufficient for understanding all life. Comparative thinking is historically rooted in understanding vertebrate evolution, developed as it did in 19th Century comparative morphology and paleontology. So, I hope you’ll forgive my focus on cats, parrots and fish.

I should say what this Element is not.

I’m not attempting to systematically document the uses of comparative methods nor tell their history. Comparative methods themselves have a pre-Darwinian ancestry, and there is a fascinating and complex discussion to be had about how these various concepts shifted across the Darwinian divide, developing into their modern, complex, diverse forms (Brigandt 2003). The tools, research questions and methods attached to comparative methods have been adopted in a wide range of subdisciplines and contexts. We’ll touch on some of these but it shall fall well outside of exhaustive. This Element is also not an introduction to, nor textbook regarding, comparative methods in biology. Within, you’ll find very little discussion of the techniques involved in phylogenetics, or the statistics underwriting principal component analysis. This will not introduce the student in a systematic way to comparative methods (for that see Harvey & Purvis 1991, Harvey & Pagel 1991, Uyenda et al 2018, Sanford et al 2002).
A philosophical account of comparative thinking is critical for understanding much biology: the nature of living systems, why biologists study life as they do and what licences the inferences they make. Making some headway on this is my task going forwards.
1. Comparative Thinking

I’ve said biologists often think comparatively, situating their subjects in terms of ancestry, adaptation and other biological processes. But what does that mean and why does it matter? I’ll start by characterising some of the central concepts involved in comparative thinking, before highlighting two kinds of inference. Based on these inferential structures, I’ll argue that paradigm comparative thinking is integrative: it is combining ancestry and adaptation that comparative thinking is powerful. With this in place, I’ll discuss the epistemic properties of comparative inferences, highlighting what I’ll call their ‘locality’. Finally, I’ll sketch comparative thinking itself and discuss its role in driving biological research via an account of biological significance. This part is something of a crash-course, so hold onto your hat!

1.1 Comparative Concepts

Two concepts matter particularly for comparative thinking: homology and homoplasy. These underwrite how biologists identify and construct kinds (Kendig 2016), they have a long—pre-Darwinian—history, and have been co-opted and transported into a host of contexts, from their original homes in morphology to molecular genetics, cytology and developmental biology. And in these new contexts the concepts take on different meanings, even as the introduction of Darwinian theory radically altered their history (Panchen 1999, Brigandt 2003).

An early definition, rooted in the comparative anatomy that was 19th Century paleontology, is Richard Owen’s notion of homology as “the same organ in different animals under every variety of form and function” (Owen 1843, 379). Compare the wings of a kiwi, a penguin, and a humming-bird. These are each used for differing purposes: penguins for swimming, humming-birds for flight and kiwis for… well, they’re not for flying or swimming at any rate. Yet, they are nonetheless continuous: each are wings. They are also forelimbs, aligned with pectoral fins, quadrupedal forelimbs, and our arms. This continuity, or sameness of organ, is homology. What is
the metaphysical nature of this sameness (Ramsey & Peterson 2012)? We might think of it in typological terms: homologies pick out ‘types’—perhaps in some platonic way (although we’ll meet less metaphysically weighty examples later). Perhaps the sameness is merely similarity, or a special kind of similarity, although the divergences between the kiwi, penguin and humming-bird wings make establishing just what kind of similarity tricky (Currie 2014). There is an ongoing debate as to whether we should understand homologies in terms of types (Brigandt 2007, Rieppel 2005) or as evolutionary individuals (Ghiselin 2005, Ereshefsky 2009; Wagner 2014 chapter 7 attempts a synthesis).

On another approach, Paul Griffiths has suggested we think of homology as a phenomenon, that is, an explanation-demanding pattern (Griffiths 2009, Suzuki & Tanaka 2017). We recognise a continuity when we survey avian wings and identify them as forelimbs. What explains homologous phenomena? By conceiving life in evolutionary terms, we explain homology-as-phenomenon as the result of continuity in ancestry. Humming-birds, kiwis and penguins all have wings because they inherited them: we can trace the continuity along lines of parents and offspring.

Homologous traits may be conceived as parts of evolutionary individuals. On this view, when I say ‘wing’ I refer to a spatio-temporally continuous, but widely distributed, individual, similarly how I might refer to myself at earlier and later times, or to a set of fast-food franchises as being ‘the same’ restaurant. In addition to suggesting an answer to our metaphysical question concerning sameness, it also suggests an answer to our conceptual quandary regarding homology’s definition: two traits are homologous just when their similarity is explained by their being inherited from a common ancestor. Or, if we dislike the explanatory spin, we could more traditionally say:

Two traits in two lineages are homologous just when that trait is also held by the most recent common ancestor of those lineages.
This is a taxic account of homology (Currie 2014, Brigandt & Griffiths 2007, Ramsey & Peterson 2012). It conceives of homology in phylogenetic terms. Humming-birds, kiwis and penguins have wings—as a homologous category—because they share a common ancestor (likely a small theropod dinosaur) who also had wings. This also gives us a definition for our counterpoint: homoplasy. Birds haven’t a monopoly on wings: consider bats, pterosaurs, various flying insects. And these are not commonly inherited. Here, continuity is not due to their being the same regardless of function—but because of function. Bats, pterosaurs and birds have come to similar solutions to a similar challenge: airborne locomotion. We might say that two traits are homoplastic just when their similarity is explained by their being adapted to similar environments. Or, again avoiding the explanatory spin:

Two similar traits in two lineages are homoplastic just when that trait is not present in the lineages’ common ancestor.

So, bats’ and birds’ wings are homoplastic because their most recent common ancestor—some kind of early Permian reptile—was not winged. Note that the explanatory and merely phylogenetic definitions of homoplasy come apart. Just because a trait is not held by a common ancestor doesn’t mean that the explanation of its presence is being adapted to similar environments, although it is a tempting guess. And the same goes for homology: if wings were present in the common ancestor of humming-birds and vultures, but were subsequently lost and then re-evolved in both lineages, then we have a homology by the phylogenetic definition, but not so on the explanatory definition.

The decoupling of taxic definitions of homology and homoplasy from explanations of their presence leads some authors—Brian Hall most prominently—to consider homology and homoplasy as continuous (Hall 2003, 2007). After all, in explaining the wings of penguins, kiwis, and humming-birds I combine both homoplastic (the penguins’ adaptations to swimming) and homologous (the basic wing structure) aspects; and in explaining pterosaur, bat and bird wings I
appeal both to their being shaped by similar selection pressures and their deep continuity as vertebrate limbs. Although such mingling of ancestry and adaptation is paradigmatic comparative thinking, I think it is worth resisting collapsing explanatory continuity with conceptual continuity; that is, we shouldn’t run the notions of homology and homoplasy together. The basic reason, which I’ll come to in the next subsection, is the epistemic difference between convergent and phylogenetic inferences. Taking the two as conceptually continuous disrespects the epistemology (Currie 2014).

So, things seem hunky-dory: we can explain homology qua phenomenon by recognising its ancestral nature as captured by the taxic definition, and explain homoplasy by appeal to natural selection. However, there are two basic problems. The first is that there are non-taxic definitions jostling for attention. The second is that notions of homology and homoplasy have, in the course of 20th Century biology, been transported and adopted into new biological contexts. And in these contexts taxic homology looks significantly less attractive.

Two main competing conceptions of homology appeal to different directions biological research has taken. Transformative accounts of homology are in many ways akin to pre-Darwinian conceptions, but are associated with some explanations in modern evolutionary developmental biology. As Brett Calcott has explained, a paradigmatic explanation in this field will account for how a particular trait evolved by positing a set of incremental developmental steps, often whilst holding fixed some selective pressure (Calcott 2009). A classic example is the evolution of the lens-eye characteristic of cephalopods and vertebrates. From a single light-sensitive spot, small changes selected for acuity can incrementally lead to the development of an eye. That is, there is a transformative sequence from the light-sensitive spot to the lens eye. By transformative accounts of homology, two traits in two lineages are homologous just in case there is such a transformative sequence between them.
Developmental accounts of homology link them to common developmental mechanisms (Wagner 2018). Homologies between body parts (say, mother cat’s tooth-gap and her daughter’s tooth-gap) are inherited via a different mechanism than molecular homologies. The latter are copied via gene replication. The two strands of the double-helix split apart, each half then acting as a template for the construction of new double helixes. Over time, and across generations, these form lineages linked via such replication events. By contrast, in body-part inheritance there is no mechanism using the mother’s tooth morphology as a template for her offspring. Rather, shared developmental resources are passed along generations and new jaws (and cats!) grow on the basis of those resources. At base, developmental accounts of homology are geared towards capturing homologies between body-parts: if the traits develop based on the same inherited resources, then they are homologous. One upshot of developmental accounts, which taxic accounts drop the ball on, are ‘serial’ homologues. Consider your own digits, or your left and right hands. Presumably these are ‘the same’ organ in just the same way as your and my hands are ‘the same’ organs. Yet taxic conceptions miss these as there is no common ancestor involved. Further, developmental accounts allow us to conceive of homologies as units of evolution (Brigandt 2007); it is developmental homologues that evolution acts upon and shapes over time.

As I’m interested in how these concepts play into comparative thinking, here is not the place to get into the minutiae of conceptual and metaphysical questions. However, I am fairly optimistic that a more-or-less unified account of the concepts can be had. To see the shape of the proposal, let’s ask a different question regarding homology and homoplasy: should we be monists or pluralists about the concepts?

Conceptual monists and pluralists disagree about whether, for some category, there is a single concept able to accommodate the various ways in which that category is drawn across the contexts in which it is deployed (e.g., Currie & Killin 2016, Ereshefsky 1998). That is, is there a single notion of ‘homology’ able to do the work we need it to in morphology, development,
molecular biology, and so forth? We can think of concepts as functions taking us from sets of objects to sets of categories. Taxic accounts of homology take a set of traits, categorizing as homologous those where the common ancestor of the trait’s owners also possessed that trait. Different accounts of homology lead to different divisions. For instance, because traits over evolutionary time can become decoupled from the developmental mechanisms that underwrite them (Hall 2003), some traits can count as homologues in taxic terms, but not in developmental terms. Some newts, for instance, develop digits via addition—each ‘finger’ is grown separately—while all other vertebrates grow them via accretion: first a paddle is grown, before the webbing between the fingers is removed. In this case, we have different developmental mechanisms (so not homologous on developmental grounds), yet these newts have relatives sharing common ancestors with digits (so homologous according to taxic conceptions).

So, various accounts of homology appear to handle some, but not all, of the cases we’re interested in. Monists will insist that they can develop one account to rule them all: attempting to design concepts which manage—or near enough—to do all the work that is required (Currie 2014, Ramsey & Peterson 2012). Pluralists argue that ‘homology’ breaks down into several non-equivalent concepts, each required for some different purpose (Brigandt & Griffiths 2007). Aaron Novick (2018) combines a kind of monism with the flexibility of pluralism, which I aligns nicely with comparative thinking.

On Novick’s view, there is a thin notion of homology which various accounts fill out towards fulfilling varying purposes. He concentrates on taxic and developmental accounts of homology, viewing them as complementary aspects of a more general category. The abstract notion—which is general insofar as it applies to all taxa—is derived from two formal notions: ‘descent’ and ‘character’. As Novick puts it,

Anything can be a “character” (i.e. used in phylogenetic systematics), provided that it yields transformation series. Likewise a phylogenetic descent relationship is simply any
relationship that gives rise to phylogenetic patterns recoverable by phylogenetic analysis.

(Novick 2018, 8)

This takes a little unpacking. Consider the inference from catlike tooth morphology to being a cat. This requires our recognising the molar-incisor gap across cats as a character able to take a number of states. Most basically, we could distinguish between having the gap and not having it. In cats, jaw morphology takes the molar-incisor gap state, while in other Carnivora (badgers, for instance) jaw morphology is not in that state. We can conceive of a transformation series between these states. That is, we could construct a series of changes taking us from a standard Carnivora jaw with continuous molars and incisors, to a jaw with the molar-incisor gap. This is what it takes to be a character. Now, when inferring along homologies, we conceive of the relevant lineages as ancestrally united by a common ancestor. That is a phylogenetic pattern, as is the distribution of character states within it (for instance, all felines possessing a molar-incisor gap). So, we can understand homology as involving two genealogical aspects: first, there being a feature that takes a number of states; second, those states are capable of forming the basis of a phylogenetic pattern. Another way of getting at Novick's idea, I think, is to say that something is a homology in the abstract case just in case they can be used in a phylogenetic inference of the sort I'll describe in the next section.

It is critical to Novick's account to see that the formal notions of descent and character are independent of the various mechanisms by which the relationships of ancestry and transformation are instantiated. Although I've been speaking of phylogenies uncarefully, with the notion of ancestry built in, phylogenies themselves can be understood as applying a formal structure to a set of character states. “There is no principled reason why ancestors and descendants, qua ancestors and descendants, cannot be radically different. Phylogeny alone places no limits on the extent of possible divergence between them” (Ibid, 6). A phylogeny without a mechanism of descent—in virtue of what do offspring resemble their parents?—does
not explain the patterns of variation we see. And because different kinds of characters (genes, or body types, and so forth) are inherited in profoundly different ways, how we carve out those characters, what homologies there are, depend on what kind of inheritance system we’re dealing with. Recall our brief discussion of genes, which form genealogies due to replication, and body parts, which form genealogies due to inherited developmental resources. Although these can both be understood as characters with relationships of descent, the mechanisms of inheritance differ. For Novick, then, to be applicable the general account of homology needs to be enriched with specific detail of the relevant inheritance mechanism. Because different mechanisms generate different patterns, there is no one enriched homology applicable across life.

In Novick’s account, then, we can incorporate the diversity of homology concepts while still understanding their general unity. We can see how quite different-looking inferences such as, say, the inference between possessing molar-incisor gaps and being a cat, and the inference between a particular genetic complex to a similar complex in a related group, are nonetheless part of the same general inferential strategy. Another important aspect of Novick’s account, which we’ll return to below, is locality: “the manner in which the genealogical account is to be completed will depend on the type of character in question—thence the need for local, not global, enrichment” (Ibid, 6). I’ll soon argue that locality is a crucial aspect of comparative thinking.

Can Novick’s strategy be attempted for homoplasy as well? In principle we could say that homoplasy occurs when two lineages share character states without sharing a common ancestor with that state. But simply identifying shared character without ancestral connections doesn’t explain their being shared. Further, depending on what you include, some homoplasies, particularly those across extremely distant ancestry, might not count as characters at all. So, this general notion of homoplasy needs to be enriched with mechanisms explaining their similarity. The basic convergent inference we’ll focus on in the next section uses a rather general
mechanism: the thought that natural selection will drive lineages towards similar solutions to the challenges raised by similar environments. I suspect that other ways of conceiving of natural selection might yield different ideas about homoplasy. And indeed, we needn’t appeal to natural selection to explain the phenomenon. It could be that, for instance, similarities are simply due to chance. Or it could be that there are other, non-selective, processes that tend to drive various lineages into similar morphologies.

Regardless, as we can understand Novick’s notion of homology as closely aligned to one of the inferences we’ll describe in the next section: a feature is a homology when it can be conceived as a character and employed in a phylogenetic schema, and we can understand homoplasy in terms of what I’ll call a ‘convergent inference’. That is, something is homoplastic just in case it can be used to inform a model of a similarity-generating mechanism such as natural selection. This basic idea requires more development than I’ve space here, but regardless these two very general notions, homology and homoplasy, sit at the heart of comparative thinking.

1.2 Two Kinds of Inference

With homology and homoplasy under our belts, I want to highlight two kinds of inferences we saw in our examination of feline dentition; the first concerns homoplasies driven by natural selection as a mechanism, and the second homology driven by ancestry.

We saw that the distinctive gap between molars and incisors in the feline skull was an adaptation for a particular killing method: cats kill via strangulation, and the gap accommodates the victim’s neck. A trait is an adaptation when it has been selected for in the past; when it has been responsible for successful ancestors having successful descendants. To argue feline dentition is an adaptation for strangulation, then, I need to make two claims. First, a claim about function, what cat dentition is good for. Second, a claim about that trait’s history: it spread throughout feline populations as a result of fulfilling that function. The former claim is logically
independent of the latter, but the latter depends on the former. Cat dentition may be good for strangulation, but may not have spread through feline populations because of that function. The former claim is ahistorical, concerning whether a certain trait is optimal (or at least efficient, or at least good) at performing some task. That is, I needn’t say anything about the actual history of the trait in question, nor the history of the environmental features that it excels in. I can make claims about what a trait would be optimal for without the trait ever having in fact been present. The latter claim, that efficiency for strangulation explains the molar-incisor gap in cats, is often supported via reverse engineering: because the trait is used for this purpose across the feline clade, it likely arose in light of evolutionary pressures for that particular purpose. One way of supporting this is via what I’ll call a convergent inference (Currie 2012, 2013, Sayers & Lovejoy 2008, Vaesen 2014). With evidence of a trait’s optimality, we search for examples of similar traits evolving in similar environments: that is, we seek homplasies. This provides our abstract adaptive model empirical traction.

In addition to making claims about the optimality and fitness of feline dentition, I made a claim about ancestry: homology. Felines have distinctive dentition, and they share this in part because the trait was inherited throughout the group. Paleontologists discovering extinct feline species would most likely reconstruct them with this trait—even if the skull was not present or was heavily degraded. Here, we have two historical inferential steps. We first infer from the presence of the trait in contemporary critters to the trait’s presence in their common ancestor. The presence of the dental gap across the feline clade suggests its presence in some past ur-feline. We then infer from this common ancestor to other members of that ancestral group. We might, for instance, identify remains as being feline on the basis of their having that trait. I’ll call this a phylogenetic inference (see Sober 1991, Currie 2014, 2016, Levy & Currie 2015).

We have, then, two kinds of inference. The first takes us from a trait’s suitability, optimality or efficiency in performing some function in an environment to the trait sometimes evolving in that
environment to perform that function. The second takes us from the trait’s distribution in taxa to its inherited presence in hitherto unexamined examples of that group. Let’s more carefully characterize these.

Phylogenetic inferences carry us along lines of ancestry. At base, a critter possessing a trait is evidence that its relatives also possess that trait. Figure 7 captures the basic idea. Here is an abstract formulation:

A phylogenetic inference infers from one lineage (A)’s possession of a trait to another lineage (B)’s possession of a trait on the basis that A and B are phylogenetically related, and the trait is likely to have been inherited from A and B’s common ancestor; Or infers from an unknown lineage’s possessing a set of diagnostic traits to it being a member of some phylogenetic group on the basis of those diagnostic traits being commonly inherited.

7: Phlogenetic Inference. A two-step inference. In the first, traits of closely related lineages form the basis of an inference to the traits of the common ancestor. In the second, that trait is projected onto another phylogenetically connected lineage. Dotted lines represent ancestral relations, dotted lines directions of inference.
This is a disjunctive\(^2\) definition of phylogenetic inference. The first disjunct infers from phylogenetic membership to a trait, the second from trait to phylogenetic membership. An inference from an unknown lineage having a cat-like skull to it being a cat is of the second type, an inference from a lineage being a cat to it having a cat-like skull is an example of the first type. The two inferences are unified by the factors licencing the inference. Namely, the fidelity of the phylogenetic signal. A phylogenetic signal is high-fidelity when we have good reason to expect similarities in traits across organisms to be due to their being commonly inherited, that is, we should expect homology. When biological properties are likely to remain stable over evolutionary time, then it is relatively safe to infer from similarity in traits to common ancestry, or vice-versa. If traits are highly labile, then it is likely that similarities may be homoplastic.

The second kind of inference is via adaptation, not ancestry. Here, we infer from a common environment to common traits, or common traits to a common environment. I'll call these convergent inferences (figure 8):

A convergent inference infers from a trait-environment match in one (or a set of) lineage(s), to the same trait-environment match in another lineage on the basis of either (1) evidence that the lineage is in a similar environment or (2) evidence the lineage possesses that trait.

\(^2\) An inference is disjunctive when the inference’s soundness requires at least one of the premises to be true.
8: Convergent Inference. In the first step, trait/environment matches across a paraphyletic set of lineages are used to evidence a model of that trait/environment match. In the second step, we infer the presence of a trait or environment in another case. Dotted lines represent inferences.

Convergent inferences infer on the basis of natural selection’s capacity to generate regularities. I envision these in terms of adaptive models. Adaptive models represent a trait as being an adaptation in light of a particular environment or niche. The model says that some trait is optimal in some environment and thus, under some conditions, one is a signal of the other. The cat’s killing method is presented as a solution to a particular kind of problem: how to quickly and relatively safely dispatch high-value but dangerous prey. Strangulation, and the dental morphology enabling it, are then adaptations to a megacarnivorous niche. The thought behind adaptive models is that natural selection leads to common solutions to environmental challenges across taxa. One way of evidencing adaptive models appeals to fit or optimality: features of cat morphology are well-suited to the task, so, if such traits are available and the environment favours that task, we should expect it to evolve. This grants prima facie plausibility to the latter having evolved in response to selection pressure from the former. Another source of evidence, and our focus here, are convergences. If similar environments correlate with similar traits, this is
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3 Paraphyletic traits are descended from a common evolutionary ancestor or ancestral group, but are not included in all of the descendant groups.
*prima-facie* evidence for the environment having shaped the trait. Here, the strength of the inference turns on the strength of the trait-environment match.

Comparative inferences do not involve simple enumerative induction\(^4\), but are highly theoretical, requiring substantial commitments about the nature of the evolutionary forces shaping the traits and lineages in question. For phylogenetic inferences, we must commit to the role of ancestry in maintaining high-fidelity information across lineages; for convergent inferences, we must commit to the power of natural selection to guide lineages to similar solutions. Inferring from cat-skull to cat-hood involves explaining the presence of the cat-skull in terms of its bearer being a cat. Similarly, inferring from possessing a cat-like skull to megacarnivory is very close to explaining the presence of the trait in question in terms of it having been selected for in that environment in the past. In this sense the two kinds of inferences—expressed abstractly—are what Angela Potochnik’s has called *explanatorily independent* (Potochnik 2010).

Two explanations of a phenomenon are *independent* when each are satisfactory despite black-boxing details which the other emphasizes. Potentially, that cats’ jaw morphology is an adaptation to their killing style is a sufficient explanation for their having the dental-gap and it not being present in other members of *carnivora* who didn’t adapt to that killing style, without us mentioning anything about the trait’s inheritance *per se*. However, the trait’s inheritance and taxic distribution are critical for us establishing the epistemic credentials of the explanation: they are in Potochnik’s terms *epistemically interdependent*. To put it coarsely, the explanation might be satisfactory, but we don’t know if it is true without examining ancestry. For instance, we might discover that early cats had the dental gap but did not kill via strangulation. In this case, although the first part of the inference underwriting the adaptationist claim—that the dental gap is an efficient way of killing via strangulation—is true, the second part—that the trait spread

\(^4\) The support of an *enumerative induction* is derived purely from the number of supporting instances.
throughout ancestral populations due to its efficiency in killing—is false. The thought is that an adaptationist explanation black-boxes ancestry: drawing apart the relevant contrasts doesn’t require information about ancestry. However, information about ancestry is required for the explanation’s truth: ancestry is black-boxed, but not irrelevant for determining the explanation’s epistemic status.

Convergent models, or so it seems, black-box ancestry; phylogenetic inferences, or so it seems, black-box adaptation. However, how things go within the black-box matters for the inferences’ power—that is, they are epistemically interdependent.

Ancestral relationships matter for the applicability of adaptationist models because the regularities such models capture can be constrained by development. As we saw above, no marsupials have converged on the distinctive cat-like skull, and the two going explanations for this appeal to developmental constraint. It doesn’t follow from this that there wouldn’t be selection for this trait were it available to marsupials. Conversely, natural selection can matter for phylogenetic inferences. This is because ancestral continuity can involve maintenance selection—here, high-fidelity continuity is not due to highly constraining paths of inheritance, but due to major fitness costs to diverging from that trait. And because high selection might overcome developmental constraints—if some very unlikely but very fit trait were to emerge—inferences along inheritance at least to some extent involve a commitment to strong selection not acting in another direction. So, in practice, the two inference-types we’ve examined, despite their apparent explanatory independence, often involve heavy commitments regarding a lack of interference from ancestry (for convergent inferences) or adaptation (for ancestral inferences) (Griffiths 1996, Sansom 2003, Pearce 2011).

1.3 Adaptationism & Integration
In this section I’ll show how the integration of ancestry, adaptation and other evolutionary processes are the centrepiece of comparative thinking. That is, paradigm comparative thinking draws together both phylogenetic and convergent inferences to construct what I’ll call an ‘evolutionary profile’. To do so, I’ll put pressure on pluralist defences of adaptationism, such as that suggested by the notion of ‘explanatory independence’ above. Convergent inferences are closely aligned with adaptationism: a focus on the explanation of biological form via biological function, in particular, the power of natural selection to shape lineages to particular niches. Since the 1970s this approach has met with many—often highly rhetorical—challenges.

The most famous challenge to adaptationism is Richard Lewontin and Stephen Jay Gould’s *Spandrels of San Marco* (Gould & Lewontin 1979, Forber 2009). The paper, in effect, provides three interrelated objections to adaptationism. First, adaptationists ignore alternative hypotheses for why biological traits are the way they are. Architectural or developmental constraints could also account for robust patterns across organismic traits. Second, adaptationists categorise, ‘carve up’, their organisms via adaptations. That is, the traits—the things to be explained—are understood as adaptations, effectively closing off other ways organismic parts (or wholes!) might be conceived. Third, as a result of ignoring non-adaptationist possibilities, adaptationists generate ad-hoc ‘just-so stories’ in light of apparently falsifying evidence. Gould and Lewontin pitch adaptationist explanations as in conflict with more sophisticated developmental-based explanations, or more sophisticated ways of thinking about natural selection (as including path-dependent exaptations\(^5\)), or—although not mentioned in the original paper—niche construction where lineages shape their environments as well as vice-versa\(^6\).
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\(^5\) An *exaptation* evolved for some other purpose, but was later co-opted for a new one.

\(^6\) This clash over adaptationist vs non-adaptationist modes of biology is often characterized in terms of a battle between an old-guard of adaptationist ‘neo-Darwinian’ folks with roots in the Modern Synthesis of the 1940s and ‘50s, and a new-guard of Extended Synthesis folks who aim to expand the biologist’s
Philosophical defences of adaptationism have often involved distinguishing between various kinds of adaptationist commitments, or identifying a kind of explanation that adaptationist explanations are particularly good at providing; thus adopting a pluralist strategy. For instance, Peter Godfrey-Smith (2001) distinguished between empirical, explanatory and methodological versions of the idea (and Tim Lewens expands these further, 2009). While an empirical adaptationist is committed to life in fact being shaped by natural selection, explanatory adaptationists take those parts of life which happen to have been shaped by natural selection to be the things most deserving of explanation, and methodological adaptationists think that adopting an adaptationist approach is a fruitful way of doing biology. Methodological adaptationists, then, deny that life is largely shaped by adaptation and that adaptation is explanatorily privileged: rather, if we start with adaptationist questions, we’ll build our way towards a rich understanding of life.

Sober and Orzack (1993), by contrast, associate adaptationism with optimality-modelling. For them, optimality models identify certain phenotypes as being evolutionarily stable in a technical sense, that is, any other available phenotype would be lower in fitness. For Orzack and Sober optimality models are ‘censored’ models—they involve abstraction from factors such as drift and developmental constraint. Such a model can show that natural selection is a sufficient explanation for a trait when, so they argue, it is statistically accurate. Orzack and Sober’s strategy is to try and show how adaptationism involves testable hypotheses through underwriting optimality models.

We can, then, identify a pluralist strategy in defending adaptationism: it is an autonomous mode of explanation which is not in competition with others ways of doing biology. This works fine so far as it goes, as do the two isolated inferential structures I earlier labelled ‘phylogenetic’
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Theoretical toolkit (Pigliucci & Müller 2010). This has been characterized as everything from an overblown teacup storm to a dramatic Kuhnian paradigm shift.

This technical notion is not the only way we might understand optimality models: we can also understand them in terms of being (something like) ‘well engineered’.
and ‘convergent’. But in comparative practice these modes of explanation and inferences are not kept separate but intimately interwoven (c.f. Brigandt 2010, Brigandt 2013). I’m going to make this point in two ways, first by considering how they play out in our earlier case study, second by considering the notion of ‘parallel evolution’.

We’ve seen how cats are special because of their molar-incisor gaps. We accounted for this specialness in several ways. There was a distinctive killing manoeuvre, the throat-clamp, which the gap plausibly aids: it is an adaptation to their particular killing style. One could on this basis go hunting for other animals who kill via strangulation and see whether they have similar adaptations, thus forming a convergent inference. However, if you go looking amongst the marsupials, you’ll be disappointed. And this raises another sense of specialness. Cats are able to have the jaw morphology they do in virtue of the flexibility of the developmental systems bequeathed from their placental ancestry. For whatever reason (we surveyed a few options) marsupials are potentially unable to evolve in that direction. Here, we’re thinking both of lines of ancestry and of how evolutionary paths are constrained.

Following the pluralist strategy, you might insist that the explanation of cat dentition in terms of strangle-hold optimality, and the explanation of marsupials not occupying cat-skull-space in terms of developmental constraint, are strictly-speaking independent. And indeed we can abstract them as such. I just did so. However, this doesn’t capture in practice how these investigations motivate and feed into one another, nor does it capture the importance of their integration. Shifting from a focus on abstract inferences and isolated explanations, what I think we see in the mammal-skull space from the introduction is the development of an evolutionary profile for the lineages in question. This profile involves the construction of an integrative model: one which combines both ideas about selective pressures and how particular taxa—with the various developmental constraints and resources particular to them—respond to those pressures. Examining both the spread and the peculiarities of traits across placental mammals,
putting forward and testing hypotheses regarding their adaptation, comparing these with other related groups and then considering how the difference might be explained in terms of differences in their developmental resources, builds a picture of the evolvability\(^8\) of that lineage and provides a ground from which to build and test narratives about the evolutionary paths the lineage followed. While we might split the inferences and explanations involved apart, what makes comparative thinking so powerful is its being geared towards building an integrated evolutionary profile.

The importance of integration is seen in another conceptual ripple, which some think challenges the apparently discrete notions of homology and homoplasy we dissected in the last section. In addition to the notion of convergence, which is often conceptualized as two different lineages evolving similar traits from different starting points, we can also imagine two lineages evolving similar traits in parallel (Ghiselin 2016, Hall 2012, Pearce 2012, Powell 2012). Compare two hypothetical scenarios. In the first, imagine, some marsupial overcomes the constraints of their development (their teeth begin erupting differently, say) and then evolve an incisor-molar gap for the purpose of killing via throat-clamps. In the second, let’s imagine that the common ancestor of cats didn’t have the incisor-molar gap, and that the various cat lineages then proceeded to evolve the trait along similar lines to each other. On a taxic conception, we’d agree that both of these are homoplastic: neither the common ancestor of the placentals and the marsupials, nor the common ancestor of the cats, had the incisor-molar gap. And both accommodate adaptationist readings: the gap evolved due to its role in throat-clamps. Yet the two, we might insist, differ. In the latter case, we learn something about cats, while in the former we learn something about the relationship between molar-incisor gaps and throat clamps. The parallel evolution of cat-skulls has a narrower taxic range than convergence. We might then be tempted, in the parallel case, to say that for all intents and purposes this is a homology rather
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\(^8\) ‘Evolvability’ is a tricky concept, at a first pass we could understand it as the capacity of a lineage to evolve various traits (see Brown 2014).
than a homoplasy. After all, it seems the continuity in developmental resources between the common ancestor and the cats is doing a lot of work in explaining the evolution of the trait. And indeed, one could take the parallelism as evidence of cat-ness just as one could take proper taxic homologies as such.

One lesson we might to take from parallelisms is to say that the distinction between homology and homoplasy is graded, another is to say that parallelisms are in fact a kind of homology (Ramsey & Peterson 2012). Hall (2007) takes something like the graded route, arguing that any convergence involves shared developmental resources which potentially go some way towards explaining those convergences. I think Hall’s point about the epistemology of convergence is right, but don't think the conceptual part follows (for reasons we needn't get into, Currie 2012). The relevant point here is this: in explaining convergence or parallelism, combinations of ancestry and adaptation are bought together. Again we see the integrative hallmark of comparative thinking.

1.4 Locality

I've characterized two kinds of inference and explanation—ancestral/phylogenetic and adaptive/convergent—and demonstrated how these are integrated. This integration is central to comparative thinking. The aim of this section is to lay out some features of what I'm calling evolutionary profiles and discuss their epistemic power and limitations.

‘Comparative thinking’ doesn't involve any old comparison between two biological features. It involves a comparison between at least two biological features which are situated in an evolutionary context, where an ‘evolutionary context’ is the combination of relevant evolutionary factors: ancestry, adaptation, environment, and so on. The comparison between the dental organization of cats and dogs is motivated by considerations of their different adaptations in the context of their both being carnivora. The various lifeways and body-plans of carnivora make a
difference to both the kinds of comparative inferences which are licenced and what our research questions are. In short, the significance of the similarities and differences, and what inferences and explanations may be drawn from them, depend critically on the ancestry and adaptation of the cases.

I’m going to argue that comparative evidence is local, but what do I mean by ‘locality’? What can be done with comparative data is fundamentally constrained by the local conditions of its production: the measurements actually made on the specific specimen, the data’s provenance, and so forth. This is true, but I think true of evidential reasoning in general (Leonelli 2016, Boyd 2018, Currie 2019a). By ‘local’ I mean that the details of ancestry and adaptation fundamentally constrain the kinds of inferences that can be drawn. The hypotheses that can be tested are at base limited in scope. In part three I’ll argue that this constrains the utility of comparative evidence for informing general questions about ‘the shape of life’. I’ll cash out this locality in terms of three features: comparative methods are situated, specific and sensitive.

Comparative methods are situated within a phylogenetic context. The analyses of cat skull morphology are founded on comparisons between placental and marsupial mammals. This situating leads us to certain questions and hypotheses: what is different about those clades such that one, and not the other, evolves cat-like skulls? This situating also restricts the scope of the inferences at hand. Models of dog-skull evolution are restricted to those clades with the requisite skull design. The model may be paraphyletic, including some sets of marsupials, and some sets of placentals, but not all, but nonetheless without further study the applicability of the model is restricted to those groups. The evolution of cat skulls has been linked to the emergence of the press-and-hold bite (Van Valkenburgh & Jenkins 2002). This is a precondition for the throat-clamp killing style cats employ. However, without further information it would be a mistake to infer the same in different phylogenetic contexts, say, the marsupials.
Comparative inferences are sensitive to description. A property is sensitive to description just when that property’s holding depends upon how it is described. For instance, my accent is somewhat unusual for a lecturer at the University of Exeter—which I am—but it is not unusual for a New Zealand citizen—which I also am. So, whether my accent is unusual or not depends upon the description I’m falling under. Similarly, there are many senses in which cat skulls are not unique: as members of carnivora, they sport the same basic dental design and developmental process as their cousins; as vertebrates, they’re made of bone and are bilaterally symmetrical, and so on. They are, then, unique vis-à-vis dental morphology and killing style when described in terms of throat-clamps or reduced molars, but not in terms of placental molar development nor hunting techniques.

Comparative inferences are also specific to description. Making a phylogenetic inference, say, from a skull’s being distinctively cat-like to that critter being a member of carnivore, tells us a limited range of things. The inference might allow us to claim the critter is quadrupedal, and likely that it is a predator, but more specific information about its killing style will not carry along the inferential pathway. This is even more pressing for convergent inferences. Identifying an environment-trait match in a lineage provides weak evidential support for me inferring from a lineage occupying a similar environment to it sharing that trait, but only specific to that trait (Currie 2013). Inferring from possessing a cat-like jaw to being phylogenetically a cat, and thus possessing the set of typical placental and feline traits is defeasibly kosher, but inferring to hunting techniques is not. Specificity captures the defeasibility of comparative inferences. Particular details can reveal exceptions to comparative inferences and models.

The combination of sensitivity and specificity generates two epistemic problems. I’ll call the first the grain problem (Currie 2012). If whether something is homologous or homoplastic turns in part on how the trait is described, then one can generate more or less homology or
homoplasy by shifting the grain of description. George McGhee's discussion of convergences, I think, sometimes falls prey to this (McGhee 2011). Consider his discussion of ‘carrion-eaters’ 

there exist some animals, the carrion-eaters, who have converged on the saprophytic, necrophagous mode of life. The corpse-seeking carrion beetles and hyenas are very different-looking types of animals, one an arthropod and other a mammal, yet they are ecological equivalents (McGhee, 144)

It is not obvious that these critters are ‘ecological equivalents’: their scavenging strategies differ and these differences could make a difference to how the communities they inhabit are disrupted by, or adaptively respond to, their presence. The concern then is that the category ‘carrion eater’ might not be ecologically meaningful. Further—as we'll see—McGhee’s interest in convergence is in part driven by wanting to understand macroevolutionary patterns. He claims that convergence is ubiquitous, but this isn’t so interesting if one can generate convergences by fiddling with grains of description.

The second issue we could call the shallowness problem (Griffiths 1994, Ereshefsky 2012). This is the idea that convergent similarities disappear at finer grains. As Paul Griffiths has put it, 

It is a truism in comparative biology that similarities due to analogy (shared selective function) are “shallow”. The deeper you dig the more things diverge (Griffiths 2007, p. 216).

This is a pretty general claim, and there are sure to be exceptions. Regardless, the thought is that ancestry is typically a more powerful shaper of lineages than natural selection. While natural selection decides which forms survive and flourish, ancestry decides which forms are available for selection in the first place. Moreover, natural selection concerns functional categories, which can be realized in multiple ways; meaning that convergence often doesn't capture the fine details. Thus—so the thought goes—convergent inferences are of limited utility. Again, these problems
become particularly pressing when we consider attempts to categorize and list convergences
towards arguing for the repeatability of evolution at the macro-scale. These worries I think look much more problematic on the pluralist strategy, where we treat the evidence and explanations autonomously. I suspect the integrative picture sketched above relieves some of that pressure.

Together, the situated, sensitive and specific nature of comparative methods can radically constrain what can be done with comparative data. Ancestry and adaptation jointly underwrite the power of such inferences, but both are processes that operate under specific circumstances, and integration—also necessary for legitimate handling of comparative evidence—brings these constraints together. It is in this sense that I claim comparative evidence is ‘local’. Two points: first, I don’t mean in saying this that other kinds of evidence are not local in some sense—perhaps senses rather similar to comparative evidence—but just that comparative evidence is so local. Second, by saying the evidence is ‘local’, I don’t thereby commit to comparative evidence being unable to underwrite quite general models of evolution. The claim is rather that only under particular circumstances, when the situation, sensitivity and specificity allow it, can they do so. Do they ever? That is, how general can comparative biology get? I suspect not very, and will argue for this in section 3 when we tackle the shape of life. Further, are there circumstances where comparisons across biology can break free of locality? Specifically, are there laws of physics or chemistry which might provision claims across all biology regardless of phylogeny and the like? I suspect in some circumstances there might be (Russell Powell has recently provided an ambitious argument that there are, see his 2020), but my focus here will be on comparative thinking, not whether we can expand beyond it.

So, comparative evidence—and comparative thinking—has its limits. Nonetheless, from our discussion of the inferences involved, we can articulate the notion of a paradigm comparative system, that is, a system that is ideally suited to comparative thinking. As we saw, the stability of a phylogenetic inference turned on the fidelity of the phylogenetic signal. Roughly, how well
preserved is phylogenetic information? This turns on both how strong the ancestral connections are—that is, the extent to which parental traits determine offspring traits—and whether that information is recoverable. The stability of a convergent inference turns on the tight connection between environment/trait matches—that is, to what extent natural selection explains the target traits and, again, how recoverable that information is. In both cases the recoverability of phylogenetic and convergent information will turn on both our ability to access that information and the number of examples. In some cases, phylogenetic information might be missing due to the lineage at hand being phylogenetically isolated. Unique or near-unique traits will lack analogue comparisons so even if the environment is extremely determining of the trait, the adaptive model will lack evidence, at least from that source.

Comparative thinking involves the integration of convergent and phylogenetic evidence, and so paradigm comparative systems will be rich in both. As we’ll see later however, not being a paradigm comparative system is no block to comparative thinking being productive.

### 1.5 Styles of thinking

Ernst Mayr’s characterization of what mattered about Darwinian conceptions of biology involved contrasting two styles of ‘thinking’ (Mayr 1959). One was essentialist or typological thinking, the other population thinking. At base, typological thinking involved conceiving of the living world in terms of fixed kinds, while population thinking conceived of the living world in terms of statistical variation. Mayr emphasized this shift throughout his life, still drawing on it at the turn of the millennium. He said of typological thinking:

> [Life’s] seeming variety, it was said, consisted of a limited number of natural kinds (essences or types), each one forming a class. The members of each class were thought to be identical, constant, and sharply separated from the members of other essences. Variation, in contrast, is nonessential and accidental. (Mayr 2000, 81)
And of population thinking:

All groupings of living organisms, including humanity, are populations that consist of uniquely different individuals. No two of the six billion humans are the same. Populations vary not by their essences but only by mean statistical differences. By rejecting the constancy of populations, Darwin helped to introduce history into scientific thinking and to promote a distinctly new approach to explanatory interpretation in science. (Mayr 2000, 82)

Although Mayr typically emphasized the metaphysical underpinning of population thinking, note his explicit appeal to mean statistical differences. The shift from typological to population thinking brings with it a commitment to a set of methodologies. Namely, tracing changes in mean variation in populations and modelling these using evolutionary machinery. In this sense, Mayr’s conception of population thinking lies at the heart of the modern synthesis. The marriage of Darwinian evolution and Mendelian genetics provides the mathematical and theoretical grounding to track trait variation over time in heritability experiments, and to model those variations: that is, the study of microevolution. Of course, this is far too neat a history to be plausible. Joeri Witteveen (2016, 2018) has argued that Mayr’s metaphysical gloss obscures a subtler methodological distinction in George Gaylord Simpson’s work which leaves open space for typological thinking and methods. As Witteveen points out, the distinction is often used as a kind of rhetorical hammer in the service of methodological orthodoxy. Let’s look at another style of thinking.

Recently, Marc Ereshefsky has introduced which he calls homology thinking (Ereshefsky 2012, 2007). Homology thinking is focused, unsurprisingly, on homologies: “Population thinking cites the structure of a population to explain the properties of a population. Homology thinking cites a character’s history to explain its properties” (2012, 382). Instead of tracking shifts in averages in
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9 Wagner 2016 uses the term somewhat differently.
populations as Mayr would have us do, homology thinking involves tracing the history of a homologue across time. The jaw morphology of *Carnivora* is derived from the common ancestor of cats, dogs, and the rest. In one lineage—cats—a gap evolved between the molar and the incisor. Note that this involves the introduction of a type: the ‘*Carnivora* jaw’. But this type is not unchanging in the way that Mayr complained (Brigandt 2007, 2017). This kind of thinking has a standard kind of explanation: why do, say, dogs have the jaws they do? Or why do we see the similarities we do between the jaws of the various carnivores? Because they’re inherited from a common ancestor. And there is a set of methods and techniques applicable to this approach. Namely, mechanistic understanding of evolvability based on experimental studies of developmental systems, and studies of phylogenetics across time; a toolkit typically associated with evolutionary developmental biology.

What is a ‘style of thinking’ then? A style of thinking involves a paradigm kind of explanation, a set of related tools, and an associated, more ephemeral, ‘perspective’. In population-thinking, we explain the prevalence of traits in a population (and changes in prevalence) in light of those traits’ fitnesses; our tools are Mendelian genetics, breeding experiments, and microevolutionary models; we conceive of life in terms of varied populations. In homology thinking we explain the presence of a trait in terms of its being inherited, and differences between lineages in light of their differing evolvability; our tools are experimental understanding of developmental systems and phylogenetics; we conceive of the living world in terms of shifting, varied, inherited kinds or, depending on your metaphysical leanings, individuals. What about comparative thinking then?

Comparative thinking involves conceiving of the living world in terms of lineages which are shaped by ancestry and adaptation. The paradigm explanation integrates the role of natural selection and homologies to generate a narrative concerning a lineage or set of lineages: cats have the dental morphology they do, due to having inherited the *Carnivora* jaw and it being shaped towards efficient strangulation. The explanation, then, cites both developmental and
selective factors. Such explanations often involve an evolutionary profile: the lineage in question is compared and contrasted with relevant others in terms of both ancestry and the trait, as we saw with mammalian skull shapes. As befitting comparative thinking’s integrative nature, the techniques and methods are varied, including optimality modelling, principal component analysis, phylogenetics, and so forth.

The central distinguishing feature between homology and comparative thinking is integration. Homology thinking is another example of the pluralist’s strategy. Ereshefsky explicitly contrasts homology-based explanations with ‘analogy’ explanations, which appeal to the design features of traits (2012). One might explain cat jaws in terms of the history of their ancestry, or one might explain them in terms of their suitability for strangulation. But comparative thinking explicitly integrates these perspectives via an evolutionary profile. No doubt, homology thinking overlaps significantly with comparative thinking: I’d be tempted to think of it as a subset or flavour of comparative thinking, but won’t further consider their relationship here.

1.6 Biological Significance

I’ve described comparative evidence as explicitly limited: to the extent that the system of interest lacks a strong phylogenetic signal, and to the extent that it is not shaped by selection, comparative evidence will be weak. But comparative thinking matters for more than evidence, it also often matters for determining the significance of biological discoveries.

Some scientific discoveries seem more significant than others: knowing the relationship between atmospheric carbon dioxide levels and global average temperature is—perhaps—more significant than knowing the number of sand granules in the Sahara Desert. Ideas about what is scientifically significant matters for how biologists produce knowledge; when, for instance, is a discovery worthy of being published in a high-profile journal (or at all)? We might approach
significance descriptively, asking how as a matter of fact scientists treat various discoveries or
evidence. The answer here will be extremely complex: no doubt political, economic and social
factors—even fashion—play a large role. But we might also ask the question normatively: what
ought we count as biologically significant? On this approach, we can distinguish between internal
and external answers. The latter concerns what is significant about a discovery given what
society at large (or some subset) want out of science (I take Kitcher’s Science, Truth and
Democracy, 2003, to be an example of an external approach). Understanding atmospheric carbon
dioxide is significant because it is critical for tackling climate change. The former concerns what is
significant about a discovery in terms of surrounding scientific knowledge: how does it bolster,
challenge or extend scientific understanding? I think comparative thinking has something to tell
us about internal answers to biological significance.

To see the role of comparative thinking in biological significance, I’ll turn to a recent
discovery: Heracles inexpectatus (Worthy et al 2019). This is a recent find from St Bathans in the
Otago region of Aotearoa (New Zealand). There’s a site there producing a lot of fossils from the
upper Miocene (16-19 million years ago) which have been transforming our conception of the
history of Aotearoa’s birdlife. H. inexpectatus is noteworthy, basically, due to its size: it stands a
meter tall, easily double the previous contender for parrot-size-champion, their cousin the
Kakapo (see figure 7).
On an external conception of scientific significance I suppose *H. inexpectatus*’ discovery might matter for being an enormous, charismatic animal. But comparative thinking provides an internal answer: the discovery reshapes and extends our understanding of various evolutionary profiles.

Aotearoa currently hosts three species of parrot: the arboreal Kaka, alpine Kea and flightless, terrestrial Kakapo (Livezey 1992). One question surrounding antipodean parrots is whether Aotearoa’s parrot collection was seeded recently from Australia’s much richer parrot fauna or whether they’ve a deeper, autonomous, history. Aotearoa was part of a much larger continent (‘Zealandia’) which broke away from Gondwana around 85ma, before becoming mostly submerged. Over 25 million years, but particularly in the last 5, Aotearoa as we now know it was formed, mostly through volcanic activity. Did Kea and company arrive after the majority of Aotearoa rose from the sea or did their ancestors inhabit Zealandia? Phylogenetic work on Aotearoa’s existing parrots suggest they are the remnants of a radiation in the last million years, but the St Bathas finds speak to a longer presence (Worthy et al 2017, Worthy et al 2011). A related question asks how diverse parrots in Aotearoa were. Fleming (1979) imagined a proto-Kaka which radiated into the contemporary three lineages. Again, the St Bathans finds suggest a
richer history reaching deep into the Miocene. In detailing the St Bathans biota, Worthy et al (2017) link this history to Aotearoa’s plants and climate. During the Miocene the islands were warmer, sporting tropical flora: “far more complex than any shrubland-forest flora from the recent period in New Zealand [this] is undoubtedly what allowed a variety of parrots and pigeons to exist” (1114).

Another significant feature of _H. inexpectatus_ concerns patterns of island gigantism. Island gigantism—the tendency for lineages inhabiting islands to adopt much larger forms than their mainland cousins—is common in birds, often involving flightlessness in the Kakapo (Livezey 1992). _H. inexpectatus_ is the first truly giant parrot. This tells us something about the potential morphology and evolutionary patterns within those birds. And this is tied into differences between patterns of island gigantism on larger and smaller islands:

_Heracles inexpectatus_ adds to the suite of insular birds that have evolved giant and often flightless forms. This phenomenon is not restricted in taxonomic scope, but instead occurs across a surprising spectrum of groups including palaeognaths, tytonids and accipitrids. (Worthy et al 2019, 4).

This allows Worthy et al to add to our understanding of the evolutionary profile of _Aves_ on islands. They point out that in smaller islands (volcanic ones for instance) there tends to be a single lineage which “spawned giant forms” (Ibid, 4), however there is no pattern regarding which bird will do so. Roughly, they chalk this up to founder effects: the lineage that happens to turn up, radiates into that niche. By contrast, larger islands such as Aotearoa and Madagascar have a more varied set of niches, allowing for multiple birds to ‘go giant’:

The NZ mainland is larger and more ecologically complex than most islands and, lacking mammalian predators, predictably has produced the greatest diversity of giant avians anywhere (Ibid, 4).
Work on *H. inexpectatus*, and on the St Bathans fossils generally, have all the hallmarks of comparative thinking. First, the lineages are understood via integrating ancestry and adaptation. Driving questions include whether Aotearoa’s parrots draw ancestry from their Australian cousins and include whether Aotearoa’s shifting environments played a role. Second, finds are significant due to feeding into various evolutionary profiles. These include both profiles of Aotearoa’s parrots in particular, and island gigantism across birds more generally. If Worthy et al are right, then on smaller islands we should expect a single giant lineage, but who goes giant is unpredictable, turning on who happens to arrive on the island; on larger islands, with more diverse niches, we should expect multiple gigantic bird lineages. Third, the studies exhibit locality: inferences and explanations are explicitly constrained to within phylogenetic groups and turn on the details of the critters at hand. Finally, evolutionary profiles are parataxic—although the models of island gigantism we’ve discussed are restricted to birds, they do not apply across all birds, as some are more amenable to gigantism than others.

*H. inexpectatus*’ case tell us something about biological significance: the giant parrot is significant because of how it transforms our understanding of evolutionary profiles. It shows us that parrots are capable of being true island giants, and that Aotearoa’s past parrot diversity is significantly richer than we previously thought. Comparative thinking, then, gives us a local understanding of when and how a biological finding might be significant: due to how the particular lineage is situated in ancestry and adaptation. This is an instance of internal rather than external significance: the integrative, situational aspects of comparative thinking make *H. inexpectatus*’ discover significant due to transforming surrounding biological knowledge.

Thus far, we’ve characterized comparative thinking: the integration of adaptation and ancestry in conceiving of lineages in terms of evolutionary profiles. In the next two parts, I’ll apply these lessons across two contexts. First, in comparisons of cognition across taxa, second, in terms of macroevolutionary outcomes.
2. Comparative Cognition

My aim in this part is to show how comparative thinking makes sense of experimental practices aimed at the cognitive capacities of non-human animals. I’ll show how the locality of comparative thinking, and the aim of generating evolutionary profiles, feeds into the research directions and epistemology of comparative psychology. I’ll do this via an interpretation of ‘Morgan’s Cannon’.

*H. sapiens*’ distinctive lifeways are owed at least in part to our capacity for problem solving, abstract thought, empathy and cooperation: our cognitive prowess. This motivates several research programs deeply embedded in comparative thinking: examining cognition across taxa, often with an eye to understanding intelligence in humans. There are plenty of examples of evolutionary profiles built around comparative cognition. For instance, Robin Dunbar and collaborators’ track relative brain size against social group size in primates (Dunbar 2009). It turns out that brain size (relative to body size) positively corresponds to group size. Showing a statistical relationship between these perimeters motivates hypotheses about our own intelligence (the ‘social intelligence’ hypothesis), sets further comparative questions (does the correlation hold across other taxa?) and generally drives research (although there’s reason to worry that brain size is too coarse a measure, Logan et al 2018).

One approach to comparative cognition is explicitly experimental. Here, a cognitive trait is operationalized—made experimentally tractable—and examined across lineages. Some methods are better for cross-taxon comparisons than others. For instance, a common measure for ‘creativity’ in adult humans is Guilford’s Alternative Uses Test (Guilford 1967). Here, a simple object (say, a brick or a paperclip) is presented to the subject and, within a set timeframe, they name as many uses for the object as possible. Coming up with alternative uses for an artefact beyond its standard function requires transcending ‘functional fixedness’, seeing an object as
that kind of tool. Having a hammer and seeing everything as nails is one thing, but having a hammer and using it as a makeshift anvil goes beyond what hammers are typically ‘for’. So, the number of alternative uses someone can name for an ordinary object serves as a proxy for their creative capacities. This is next to useless for subjects with no, or very limited, linguistic capacities. Here, new experimental studies need to be conjured, and we’ll see some below.

This experimental approach has some tricky conceptual and epistemic issues. When different taxa do succeed in their experimental tasks, this leaves open what cognitive mechanism was involved in that success. Bluntly, in solving the task did they use the same fancy cognitive machinery that you or I would use, or did the subject ‘cheat’ somehow? The go-to example of ‘cheating’ is the horse Clever Hans, who was apparently able to provide the correct answers to simple arithmetic problems via hoof-stomping. It turned out that as opposed to doing math, Hans was responding to subtle queues from the audience (everyone tenses up, imagine, when Hans comes to the right number of clomps, and he’s learned to stop after that signal). To my mind, these both involve fancy cognition: I might well be better at adding and subtracting than I am at picking up social queues of that subtlety. Regardless, comparative psychologists use this as a paradigm example of a certain kind of anthropomorphic mistake: projecting human cognitive capacities onto non-human animals. To guard against this they appeal to a principle usually called Morgan’s canon: in short, don’t explain a behaviour with fancy cognition if hum-drum cognition will do the job.

The perspective provided by comparative thinking, I’ll argue, brings insights to comparative cognition. Regarding Morgan’s canon, the principle properly understood plays an important role in shaping experimental research in comparative psychology.

2.1 Morgan’s Canon
‘Lloyd-Morgan’s canon’ (or just ‘Morgan’s canon’) was a late 19th Century principle which played a crucial role in shaping the development of psychological behaviourism in the first half of the 20th Century, and—depending on who you talk to—still plays a role in comparative psychology today. At base, the canon is a rule about what kinds of cognitive hypotheses should be preferred in explaining animal behaviour. The canon is often framed as avoiding anthropocentrism: interpreting animal behaviour via human-style cognition: theory of mind, intentionality, and so forth. Here’s Morgan’s formulation from 1903:

In no case is an animal activity to be interpreted in terms of higher psychological processes if it can be fairly interpreted in terms of processes which stand lower in the scale of psychological evolution and development. (Morgan 1903, 59).

The general thought being that if we prefer ‘lower’ psychological processes, then we’ll be less likely to over-project from our human subjects to our animal friends (of course, over-worrying about anthropomorphism can introduce foibles of its own, see Buckner 2013). Morgan’s principle immediately raises a set of questions, first, what makes a psychological process ‘higher’ or ‘lower’? Second, what does it take for something to be ‘fairly interpreted’? And third, why would we commit to such a principle? On my view, Morgan’s appeal to psychological evolution and development is key: we can read the principle as an instance of comparative thinking. In recent discussion, focus has been on two interrelated questions: what is the nature of the canon (is it, for instance, a kind of parsimony) and what justifies it. Comparative thinking, I’ll argue, sheds light on both of these questions.

Broadly speaking, accounts of Morgan’s Canon either consider it a kind of parsimony or as a more empirical principle often mistaken for parsimony. ‘Parsimony’ is an epistemic principle which says, in effect, more simple = more likely to be true, which can be cashed out in many different ways (Sober 2009). On this approach, Clever Hans’ reading of body language is a simpler explanation than he being able to perform arithmetic, and due to this simplicity the
former hypothesis should be preferred. On a more empirical reading, the canon is akin to a summary of the kinds of expectations we should have about cognition. Horses being sensitive to human body-language is less surprising than horses being able to count and do sums. The former reading is more amenable to a-priori treatments, and the latter of a-posteriori treatments\textsuperscript{10}, but neither necessitates one or the other kind of justification.

I think we should dismiss a-priori treatments of Morgan’s Canon. As we’ve seen, comparative thinking in biology is an epistemically local affair: the epistemic powers of a comparison turn on how it is ancestrally and environmentally embedded. As such, our preferences for hypotheses are unlikely to take the general, abstract form favoured by a priori defences of simplicity. The living world is obstinately varied and resistant to general treatments. What we want, then, is an a-posteriori defence: can we ground expectations for simplicity in our knowledge of cognitive systems? Answering this question requires working out what we mean by ‘simplicity’. There are two general approaches: a synchronic notion where simplicity is considered in terms of cognitive function; a diachronic notion which cashes out simplicity in terms of ancestry”. I’ll defend a version of the latter.

Many treatments of Morgan’s Canon emphasize a functional conception of ‘simplicity’: “a higher cognitive process is one that endows the animal with more elaborate cognitive capacities than does a lower process” (Fitzpatrick 2008, 226). We can understand ‘elaborate’ in terms of, well, doing more stuff. Simon Fitzpatrick uses first-and-second-order intentionality to illustrate what he has in mind. Here’s an example of first-order intentionality: ‘I believe Morgan’s canon is justified’; and here’s an example of second-order intentionality: ‘I believe that they believe Morgan’s canon is justified’. For Fitzpatrick, second-order intentionality counts as a higher—less simple—cognitive process because it allows more stuff to be done:

\textsuperscript{10} Given the philosophical whirlpool surrounding these terms, I hesitate to define them, but basically an a priori justification is in some sense independent of experience, whilst an a posteriori justification depends on experience.

\textsuperscript{11} ‘Synchronic’ is at a time-slice, ‘diachonic’ across time.
second order intentionality is a ‘higher’ cognitive process than first-order intentionality, since possession of second-order intentionality allows an organism to form mental states whose contents concern other mental states, while possession of first-order intentionality does not. (Ibid, 227).

This definition of ‘simplicity’ differs significantly from ‘theoretical’ or ‘ontological’ parsimony (Nolan 1997). In that context, we’re concerned with, say, the number of things posited in a theory, not the relative sophistication of cognitive processes. This makes it tricky to claim that Morgan’s Canon is simply the application of general simplicity considerations to the case of comparative cognition. Worse, and as we’ll discuss further below, sometimes in comparative cognition there are multiple notions of simplicity at play simultaneously. If we take these as applications of general rules, then it seems we have an empirical impasse.

Some philosophers have developed more local, empirical notions of Morgan’s Canon. Here is Dacey (2016)’s:

**Morgan’s Canon (Revised):** when two or more models match the data, prefer the model that posits the simplest psychological process, if the complex process is not already thought to be present in the species, and there aren’t overriding contradictory parsimony claims.

Here, the canon is overridable both by us having good reason to think the cognition is already available in the subjects (which is why positing 2nd-order intentionality in *H. sapiens* is kosher), and when other kinds of simplicity are on the table. Its applicability, then, is sensitive to local conditions. However, Dacey’s notion of simplicity still tracks function, and I think this has real problems: let’s turn to these.

Functional definitions of cognitive simplicity only make sense in a limited number of cases, certainly fewer than Morgan’s canon is supposed to apply to. Consider Clever Hans. There, we
compared the cognitive function of sensitivity to cross-species body language with the capacity to do arithmetic. In what sense might the latter involve ‘doing more stuff’ than the former? Certainly, I intuitively ‘see’ that mathematical cognition is more impressive than reading body-language, but I’m not how to capture this intuition and indeed worry that it is explained by general biases towards abstract thinking as a mark of intelligence. Further, I’m not sure how to count cognitive functions: one capacity enables you to do things the other does not and vice-versa. In sum, I think functional accounts look plausible when the cognitive capacities compared relate in a systematic way, such has having a belief versus having a belief about a belief, but they become much, much less sensible when we are comparing very different kinds of cognitive capacities, such as performing simple arithmetic and reading body language. Further, as Elliot Sober (2006) has pointed out, evolutionary conceptions of life are not friendly to the ‘higher’ and ‘lower’ talk functionalism implies:

The theory of evolution by natural selection undermines the idea of a linear scale of nature in which each stage is higher or lower than every other. Darwin replaced the ladder with the tree; lineages diverge from each other and develop different adaptations that suit them to their peculiar conditions of life. In this framework, it makes no sense to ask whether one contemporary species is higher or lower than another (Ibid, 91).

The idea that functionally less sophisticated cognition should be expected over and above more sophisticated cognition (even in a defeasible, local way) seems to assume a kind of directionality to evolution: that it shifts from simple, low function, to complex high function. One way we could defend this directionality is to point out that according to many experiments simple associative cognition is taxonomically widespread. But as Irina Meketa (2014) has pointed out, these experiments were themselves performed guided by Morgan’s canon so are potentially biased towards simple cognition in the first place. Further, the arrow from simplicity to complexity cannot be taken for granted: there are examples working in the other direction too.
(Sober 2006, O’Malley 2014). The natural response to these qualms is to say that impressive cognition must be built from less impressive cognition, that is, some kinds of (simpler) cognition might be pre-conditions for other (more sophisticated) cognition (see Karin-D’Arcy 2005). I think there is something right there, but this masks a kind of anthropocentrism: that the most sophisticated cognition is human cognition, and so the preconditions of human cognition are, well, the cognition other animals possess. But why think this? It is possible—I think likely—that we are less good at reading some kinds of body language than Clever Hans was. That is, there may be forms of cognition that are more functionally sophisticated than our cognition in some ways, while ours is more functionality sophisticated in other ways. In that scenario, although different forms of cognition might have preconditions, there might be no general set of preconditions, nor general set of sophisticated cognitive functions.

In short, functional analysis of cognition falls afoul of the locality of comparative thinking. In the next section I’ll develop a different approach.

2.2 The Comparative Canon

Accounts of Morgan’s canon focused on cognitive function often start with an earlier summation of the canon:

In no case may we interpret an action as the outcome of the exercise of a higher psychical faculty, if it can be interpreted as the outcome of the exercise of one which stands lower in the psychological scale (Morgan 1894, 53)

Missing Morgan’s 1903 reference to ‘evolution and development’ (see above) has, I suspect, led these accounts to lack a comparative perspective12. I’ll argue that we should take Morgan’s appeal to psychological evolution and development seriously. To do so, I want to explore a recent example of Morgan’s canon-style thinking and develop an account from that.

12 One exception is Sober (2006) who directly ties Morgan’s Canon to phylogenetic concerns.
Tides are challenging for fish who live close to the shore: if you’re caught out by the low tide, you’re in trouble. One solution is to adopt a dual-breathing strategy, getting oxygen from water and air. Another strategy is to flop oneself to the safety of a tidepool, salt-water havens left in the wake of the withdrawing tide, or back to the sea itself. Mudskippers, mummichogs (or killifish) and Frillfin Gobys all adopt some combination of these strategies. Frillfin Goby have been the focus of some of the most famous experiments in fish cognition. Threatened gobies are able to leap from tidepool to tidepool. How do they know where the tidepools are? From the 1950s to 70s Lestor Aronson tackled this experimentally. Divide a bunch of gobies into an experiment and a control group. The experimental group is allowed to swim about an artificial sea at high tide, potentially gaining information about the contours of the seabed, while the control group is not. The performance of stranded fish are then compared at low tide: are the experimental group more accurate jumpers? Apparently so, and this suggests a particular explanation for goby success: they are literally exploring, mapping and then remembering the sea-floor. But how do they manage this task? As Brown, Laland and Krause have put it:

What types of landmark do the fishes use to recognise which particular pool they are in – local or global? Do the fishes remember a sequence or jumps, or are they able to make an appropriate escape response based on where they are at that point in time? (Brown, Laland and Krause 2008, 169)

So, we’re asking how gobies orient themselves. Compare two hypotheses. On one account, fish use ‘global’ cues, such as the dappled reflections of light on water. However, in Aronson’s experiments, the gobies would only leap between familiar pools, and their leaping behaviour couldn’t seem to be explained by detection as, first, they couldn’t see into the next pool, and second, they would leap into empty but familiar pools. By another hypothesis the queues are local, that is, the fish learn particular landmarks about their local environments:
These data can be interpreted as indicating a remarkable instance of latent landmark learning: The jumpers may have learned the terrain and arrangement of tide pools in their home area, presumably by swimming over the area during high tide (Hoar and Randall 1976, 203).

But as Hoar and Randall point out:

further replication and investigation of this phenomenon may reveal a simpler mechanism. (203)

Although Hoar and Randall reckon the experiments favour local queues, they also clearly think we should prefer global queues—‘simpler mechanisms’—if we can.

Reflecting on global and local hypotheses of fish orientation give us some handle on Morgan’s canon. Perhaps ‘global’ hypotheses involve Morgan’s ‘lower’ cognition, while local hypotheses implicate ‘higher’ cognition. But, given that I don’t like functional readings, how should we interpret ‘higher’ and ‘lower’ here? I think the most plausible reading of ‘lower’ is phylogenetic: global hypotheses involves traits which are ‘primitive’ in the neutral sense of emerging earlier in the tree of life—and thus being present across large groups of taxa. In addition to this phylogenetic aspect, I also think a notion of evolvability is implied. Rules such as ‘move towards things that reflect light’ are plausibly much easier to evolve by co-opting already existing machinery to new tasks (such as light detection and behavioural adjustments sensitive to those queues). By comparison, local hypotheses require much more information gathering, storage and then retrieval. Mapping out a seabed and then remembering it requires more—as it were—memory and RAM than performing a single action no-matter-what (if you'll forgive the loaded computational metaphor). But it isn’t that it requires more RAM per se that makes it unlikely, but because there is good reason to think that such cognitive machinery is evolutionarily expensive: brain tissue consumes a lot of resources, so if there are less metabolically demanding
ways of solving the problem selection will favour them. A final point about evolvability involves
the selection pressure mummichogs and guppies have likely undergone in the past. Given the
extremely high cost of being stranded, it’s a plausible conjecture that selection pressure for
mitigation was high. We’ve seen over and again how natural selection under the right
circumstances can produce apparently very sophisticated behaviours from simple, but highly
adaptive, rules. When considering a behaviour under so much selection pressure we should
expect ingenious solutions—and these need not involve human-like cognition.

I’ve suggested we read Hoar and Randall’s handling of global and local fish orientation in a
comparative context. That is, the global hypothesis should be preferred because it explains the
behaviour by appeal to a capacity which is found across many taxa (and so is phylogenetically
‘deep’), which is relatively inexpensive metabolically, and is a solution for an important problem
in an evolutionary context. In humans we already know that expensive, fancy cognitive
machinery is available, so these considerations do not arise. In the fish’s scenario, we have
bountiful reason to expect responses to global queues, but not local queues. This is classic
comparative thinking: the target is situated in an integrated evolutionary profile. We can
genralize this analysis\(^\text{13}\):

We should prefer cognitive explanations which (1) appeal to cognitive capacities we
already know are present in the critter or (2) appeal to cognitive capacities which are
highly evolvable insofar as (a) they are easily cooptable from cognitive capacities we
already know are present in the critter or (b) for which there is high selection pressure.

Note the conditions (and subconditions) are disjunctive, meeting them all is unnecessary. I
don’t think there is a general answer to be had about when and in what combination they are
required: like so much in comparative biology this will depend on local context. The justification

\(^{13}\) Fitzpatrick mentions some of these comparative notions (2008, 233) however uses these as reason
to reject Morgan’s Canon, as opposed to the basis for a differing account. Dacey (2016) also summarizes
defences of Morgan’s Canon which appeal to evolutionary considerations.
of the principle lies in part 1’s account of comparative thinking. To see this, let’s apply the analysis to the Clever Hans case. There, the two hypotheses were *Hans can count* and *Hans can read subtle queues in human body language*. The first condition can be met through observation or by phylogenetic inference. Focusing on phylogenies, sophisticated social interaction and bodily communication is a common feature of mammals (consider the almost ritualistic behaviour of house cats resolving territorial disputes). Via a phylogenetic inference, then, we should not be surprised by cross-species bodily sensitivity in mammals, particularly social ones like horses.

Regarding the second condition, although it is unlikely that all mammals have evolved to be attuned to human behaviour, it isn’t so remarkable to think it fairly evolvable. After all, there are examples of cross-species sensitivity to behaviour in other mammals (consider predator avoidance, or the apparent cooperation between herd animals on the Savannah). More critically, as domesticated animals, horses have been under extremely high selection pressure to be sensitive to human behaviour. By comparison, evidence of mathematical acumen in mammals is fairly scant (birds are stand-outs in that regard, Emmerton 2001). Additionally, there is no obvious route from common features of mammalian cognition to arithmetic capacities, and so far’s I’m aware there’s not much selection pressure on horses to do sums.

In my view, then, Morgan’s canon is best understood as shorthand for applying comparative thinking to animal cognition. As such, it is no version of parsimony—we’re not appealing to ‘simplicity’ here (and nor, you might note, did Morgan in his summations). Further, it is justified empirically, not on *a priori* grounds. Indeed, its justification is highly local in the sense I discussed earlier. It is highly sensitive to, and revisable in light of, comparative context. That we prefer global rather than local problem solving in fish is due to our background knowledge about ancestral traits in fish and the selection pressure on them. Shifts in that knowledge could shift the balance one way or the other.
Let’s defend the account against common objections to Morgan’s Canon, before considering its role in experimental practice.

First, you might think this just isn’t Morgan’s canon. You might complain that, as I’m not talking about a general methodological principle (or at least the right kind of principle), then I’ve illegitimately changed the subject. There are at least two versions of this challenge. One is historical: have I isolated what Morgan had in mind when he put forwards his canon? I doubt that I have (although Sober 2006 pays attention to Morgan’s historical context and also prefers a version grounded in comparative thinking). However, I’m not focused on the otherwise interesting question of historical interpretation (see e.g., Radick 2000). Another challenge asks whether my analysis is what scientists have in mind when they state allegiance to (or against) the canon. Although this is closer to my approach, I am not engaging in a kind of conceptual linguistics of comparative psychology. My aim is not to describe and systematize scientific usage. Let’s call my approach *conceptual pragmatism*: one examines the practices at hand, and asks what concepts will best do the work those practices demand (similar in spirit to Mitchell 1997, Haslanger 2000). This is beholden to how scientists talk, but only partially. Its success turns on whether I’ve laid bare the patterns of justification which underlie scientific practice—does it explain why scientists do what they do and, hopefully at least, provide insights regarding whether they ought to? Good analyses on this approach might well depart from what scientists explicitly say, think, or write.

Having said this, I do suspect the comparative canon often is what comparative psychologists have in mind when they refer to simplicity. Scientific talk often hides highly sophisticated, often tacit, concepts and practices behind apparently monistic terms (see Waters on gene concepts, 2007). As such—and this is no more than a bold hypothesis—by ‘simplicity’ they might well mean the comparative canon. And if they don’t, I’ve argued, they should. There might still be some reasons to give up on the term ‘Morgan’s canon’. Perhaps the term is too associated with the
functional, hierarchical accounts rejected in the last section; or there could be historical baggage: the canon could be associated with wrong-headed science that has been, or should be, abandoned. With these caveats, however, I'm happy to continue usage as I have.

Second, others object to the canon due to clashes between virtues (Dwyer & Burgess 2011, Dacey 2016). Does ‘simplicity’ track the number of cognitive processes, or does it track the cognitive complexity of processes? As we saw above, such clashes led Dacey to add a rider to their account of the canon, telling us to prefer simplicity unless other factors were at play. On my account these apparent clashes boil down to countervailing evidence and background knowledge. Thinking of the canon in terms of parsimony makes for an apparently unresolvable clash: which kind of simplicity should I prefer? But on my account such debates are tractable and can be understood as differing evidence for the nature of the ancestral and adaptive context. This doesn’t mean they will always be resolved (that turns on empirical fortune) but such challenges arise in empirical investigation all the time.

Third, Irina Maketa convincingly argues against grounding Morgan’s canon in appeals to taxonomy: trying to defend a preference for simplicity in life’s ancestry falls afoul of the diversity of life’s paths (Maketa 2014). I think Maketa is right, but these considerations do not hit my partly-taxonomic conception of Morgan’s canon. Maketa is objecting to arguments from phylogenetics to cognitive simplicity. I am in a sense interpreting ‘simplicity’ as meaning (in part) ‘phylogenetically primitive’. That is, I am not defining Morgan’s canon functionally, and then making a phylogenetic inference to suggest we should expect functional simplicity. I am rather defining the canon in phylogenetic terms.

2.3 Pursuit in Comparative Psychology

The fourth objection I want to consider appeals not to whether Morgan’s Canon gives us good reason to believe one hypothesis over another, but whether it grants good reason for
pursuit. That is, is following Morgan’s Canon a productive strategy? Simon Fitzpatrick thinks not, claiming that it has “pernicious implications for research in animal psychology” (236). Fitzpatrick doubts the pursuitworthiness of the canon because it leads to what he calls the ‘Scaling Up Strategy’:

*Scaling Up Strategy*: In any given area of research into animal behaviour, the working hypothesis should always be the least cognitively sophisticated explanation consistent with the available data. (Ibid, 236)

Fitzpatrick argues that such a strategy works against the critical role of speculation in driving cognitive science. “In any instances unless one is prepared to speculate far beyond the current data, to seriously entertain hypotheses involving more sophisticated cognitive processes when a less sophisticated one seems sufficient, it is unlikely that one will ever uncover such subtle and surprising capacities...” (238). Elsewhere, I’ve stressed the importance of speculation in driving scientific advancement (Currie 2018, 2019c), so the objection is very pressing. Further, I’ve argued in section 1 that comparative thinking plays an important role in shaping the direction of biological work: that developing an evolutionary profile often explains what biologists see as significant. If Fitzpatrick’s objection holds against my version of Morgan’s canon, we’d be tempted to say that such notions of significance are deleterious. Happily, I think the objection is ill-founded, in essence because it conflates two ways of understanding the canon. First, telling us which hypothesis to believe or not; second, telling us which kinds of confounders to consider in experimental design. Distinguishing these roles, I’ll argue, allows us to see the canon’s fruitfulness.

Where philosophers (and some scientists) interested in Morgan’s canon have focused on acceptance—when should we think a hypothesis is true or not?—some historians have emphasized the connection between the canon and experimental practice. Greg Radick, for

---

14 See Nyrup 2018, Currie 2019a on the context of pursuit in science.
instance, connects Edward Thorndike’s development of puzzle-boxes in the early 20th Century to Morgan’s work. Puzzle boxes involve trapping an animal in an enclosed space, their escape requiring performance of a series of actions in a particular order. By trapping the same animal on consecutive trials in the same box, and measuring their escape times, Thorndike was able to generate a ‘learning curve’. Roughly the animals were learning by trial and error, and then remembering their solutions on future runs. According to Radick, in such experimental paradigms:

Morgan’s canon found belated instrumental embodiment. Using the puzzle boxes, Thorndike was able for the first time to quantify the exercise of ‘intelligence’ in Morgan’s sense. (Radick 2000, 21)

There is a lesson here. Instead of asking whether following Morgan’s canon will grant good reason for belief, let’s instead ask how it instructs us to conduct experiments, the bread and butter of comparative psychology. Below, we’ll delve into experiments on mummichogs and their capacity to orient themselves towards water when stranded. One experimental intervention attempts to ‘fool’ mummichogs by using tinfoil as source of reflectance. The aim is to control for a confounding variable by testing between the hypothesis that mummichogs recognise water, or merely reflected light. Examining naturally-jumping mummichogs will not differentiate between these, as in their natural environment water is the only source of such light. The point of the experiment is to empirically differentiate between the two hypotheses. Considering Morgan’s canon, the tinfoil experiment makes perfect sense. Recognising patterns of light has a deep ancestry across animals—indeed, it is plausible that differentiating between light levels is the original function of the light-sensitive-spots from which eyes evolved. So, recognising that kind of phenomena is likely highly evolvable (and especially so given the selection pressure on fish like Mummichogs to escape being stranded).
As we saw, Fitzpatrick's scaling-up strategy was about which hypothesis should be our ‘working hypothesis’ (perhaps similarly to a ‘pseudo-null’ hypothesis in Bausman & Halina’s 2018 sense). Although his objection is geared towards pursuit, his principle isn’t – it is about which hypothesis we should prefer (see also Fitzpatrick forthcoming). Instead, we could seek Morgan’s canon’s justification in terms of how it directs experimental study (Zentall 2017).

Distinguish between two tasks: identifying confounding variables and testing a hypothesis. The latter asks whether we have good grounds for accepting or rejecting some claim about a system of interest. ‘Mummichogs use global queues’ for instance. The former asks whether a particular experimental design has isolated the right variables. ‘This experiment distinguishes between Mummichog’s capacity to land in water being due to water-recognition or recognising reflected light’ is an example of the latter. The identification of confounding variables leads to tweaks and developments in experiments, such as trying to ‘fool’ the mummichogs with tinfoil. My identifying particular confounders for a particular experiment does not immediately decide my beliefs about the hypotheses the experiment is designed to bear on. I might, for instance, be very confident that mummichogs use global reasoning, but still recognise that vis-à-vis that experimental set-up, the experiment doesn’t do the distinguishing work I want it to. In other words, when considering the acceptance or otherwise of a hypothesis, we consider a wide range of evidential (and perhaps extra-evidential) factors. When considering confounders we ask whether this particular experiment can distinguish between two hypotheses relating to how subjects behave under experimental conditions. Now consider again Fitzpatrick’s ‘scaling-up-strategy’. On that account, Morgan’s canon tells us that the ‘working hypothesis’, the hypothesis we will prefer to accept, is the simplest (copy in your favourite conception of ‘simplest’ here). Fitzpatrick argues that this puts a break on the speculative hypothesizing which is so important for scientific progress. But once we split acceptance from identifying confounders, we see a possible response to Fitzpatrick: if in experimental contexts we should understand Morgan’s canon as telling us how to identify confounders, as opposed to which hypotheses should be our
base-line expectations, then the scaling-up strategy doesn’t follows from the canon. This is because, for instance, on comparative grounds I might expect highly sophisticated cognition in my subjects. When considering which hypothesis to believe, I think my analysis of the canon has some legs, and also for identifying confounders it has benefits. But these are separate activities, and Fitzpatrick’s argument conflates them.

With this distinction, we now have two questions regarding Morgan’s canon. First, does following the canon provide good reason for accepting or rejecting claims in comparative psychology? Second, is following the canon a good way of productively identifying and controlling for confounders? I think we can answer both questions affirmatively. On accepting claims about the cognitive prowess and mechanisms which non-human animals possess, Morgan’s canon tells us that we should prefer hypotheses given local phylogenetic and other evolutionary information about the critter at hand. For a case like Clever Hans, mathematical cognition (and language recognition) is not something we expect in mammals like horses—there is neither strong selection for it, nor is it present in the phylogeny nor clearly evolvable from it—but close attention to body language and social clues is. This doesn’t stop us from speculating, of course: but speculation is not the same as theory acceptance (Currie 2019b, Turner 2019). On this understanding, Morgan’s canon is not a rule about what kind of hypothesis we should consider or experiment with, but a rule about what kind of hypothesis we should expect to be true.

Now, consider pursuit and generating confounders. Morgan’s canon tells comparative psychologists what to look out for in their experimental design and how to proceed in experimental treatments. Let’s look at a few more studies of fish cognition. As we’ve seen, various hypotheses might be produced for how oft-stranded fish make their way back to safety. Way back in 1915, S. O Mast noted the general behaviour we’re interested in, reporting remarkable terrestrial excursions amongst minnows:
I have seen more than 200 of these fishes leave a tide-pool 50 meters long, 13 meters wide and 30 cm deep, and travel across a sand-bar more than 3 meters wide and 10 cm high, all in the course of half an hour. And I have seen them proceed in a fairly direct course toward the sea even against a moderately strong wind. I have also seen them attempt, continuously for at least a minute, to go overland to the sea against a wind so strong that they could make no headway. When I first saw this performance I was deeply impressed. I had often seen fishes, when thrown on the land, flop back into the water in a more or less aimless fashion, but I had never seen any voluntarily leave a body of water and travel in a coordinate way on land. (Ibid, 345).

Minnows will, on being trapped in tidepools as the ocean recedes, escape together towards the sea. Mast emphasized the minnow’s tendency to escape via the outlet that feeds the tidepool as the tide goes out. As they make their escape after the outlet has closed, Mast supposes “[t]he location of this outlet they evidently remember for some time” (349). Some of Mast’s experiments involved attempting to block the minnow’s vision of the sea with pieces of card. As this didn’t change their behaviour, he concluded that “The phenomenon is consequently probably very largely dependent upon internal factors” (350). By ‘internal factors’ Mast meant that the minnows map their tidepool and remember where it is.

Using a different fish, Bressman, Farina & Gibb (2015) explore a contrasting explanation. Fish have several ways of generating terrestrial momentum. Mummichogs perform ‘tail-flip’ jumps. Momentum is generated by “rolling over on their lateral side, bending their heads towards their tails, then pushing off with their penducle in a caudally-orientated jump” (60). The penducle is the fleshy part of the tail before the fin. Typically landing on their side, they then position themselves in an ‘upright’ position, before flipping over and repeating the pattern:

There is a cyclical nature to the terrestrial behaviour and locomotion of mummichogs: they perform a tail-flip jump land on their side, perform a reorientation behaviour to bring
themselves to an upright position (sometimes they wriggle and reorient the body in a different direction), roll onto their side, and jump again, restarting the cycle. (Bressman, Farina & Gibb 2015, 61).

Focus on a particular aspect of behaviour: mummichogs regularly stopping in an upright position. A tempting hypothesis is that the position is ideal for looking for water.

Bressman, Farina & Gibb’s experiments involved placing mummichogs on a square dry table, on one edge of which was a body of water, while the other edges involved drops into hidden buckets of water. On being released, the mummichogs begin their distinctive tail-flip, followed-by-uprighting routine. If their jumping were random, then there would be equal chances of any particular fish falling off each side of the table—so 25% for each side. However, approximately 50% of those who made it to an edge picked the aquatic side. This matters for demonstrating that the mummichog’s behaviour is non-random, but it also pushes against Mast’s take on minnows. Because they are naïve to the test conditions, the fish cannot have mapped and remembered the location.

Conducting further experiments—including the tinfoil one mentioned above—led Bressman, Farina & Gibb to conclude that mummichogs are locating water by recognising the kind of reflection given off by water (and tinfoil!), and that the uprighting behaviour “allows mummichogs to visually survey their environment” (63). As they say,

it was possible that [Mast’s] fish had memorized their habitat during high tide... and used a mental map to navigate to the ocean. However, the mummichogs in this study were able to navigate from an unfamiliar terrestrial environment to an unfamiliar body of water, so it was impossible for them to use a mental map to navigate towards water (62).

Bressman, Farina & Gibb’s argument doesn't simply depend upon experiments: it is also situated within comparative knowledge of fish. For instance, most fish (with some highly-
adapted exceptions) are unable to focus on objects in the air (their eyes are adapted to aquatic mediums) and so, although vision is a central characteristic of fish, it is of limited use in terrestrial environments. So, we should expect in the typical fishy repertoire that they’ll “rely on simple visual cues, such as reflections of light off the water” (63). They also note the existence of several fish, like mudskippers, which ‘prone-jump’, that is, instead of the mummichog’s rather involved back-and-forth from lateral to vertical positions, they jump from the prone position. This suggests convergence: “The combination of tail-flip jumps and the uprighting behaviour of mummichogs may be a less-derived, yet analogous behaviour to prone jumping” (63). They hint that an adaptive model based on convergent evidence might be available, and close by linking this to a story about how such behaviour evolves:

For mummichogs, mangrove rivulus, possibly many other species of small fish that live at the water’s edge, the uprighting behaviour may allow the fish to gather critical visual information about its environment before it initiates its next jump. The presence of such behaviors among disparate groups of amphibious fishes and the evidence presented here documenting the importance of visual clues for *F. heteroclitus* support the evolutionary hypothesis that a prone body position evolves as fish move onto land because vision is a critical sensory system for navigation in terrestrial habitats. (63)

If you've bought section 1 on comparative thinking none of this should be a surprise. Biologists situate their subjects in the relevant evolutionary information, constructing an evolutionary profile. This involves comparative work which identifies typical capacities within that homologous group (fishes typically cannot focus on terrestrial objects), consider adaptive divergences from this (those fish which have developed such capacities), link the subject with potential analogues (prone-jumpers such as mudskippers) and use these to construct evolutionary narratives. But what we’re interested in here is how comparative thinking, as encapsulated in my development of Morgan’s canon, guides experimental design.
If we construe Morgan’s Canon as about identifying confounders, it looks something like this:

When considering an experiment probing some animal behaviour, consider confounders which involve (1) appeal to cognitive capacities we already know are present in the critter or (2) cognitive capacities which are highly evolvable insofar as (b) they are easily cooptable from cognitive capacities we already know are present in the critter or (c) for which there is high selection pressure.

Although physiologically most fish are unable to form images of terrestrial objects, vision is already an important feature and under special circumstances fish do adapt air-based vision. So we’ve got good reason to think vision is fairly evolvable in fish, and a likely locus for adaptive solutions to problems—especially in cases where there is high selection pressure, as there surely is for poor stranded mummichogs. By Morgan’s canon, this makes global visual cues good candidate confounders. Another idea, for instance, might be that there is some pattern in how tidepools drain which mummichogs have adapted to recognise and react to. We don’t have much evidence of fish adapting to landmarks in quite that way, although it is of course possible! So, my proposal is that what explains Bressman, Farina & Gibb’s experiment is that it is driven by the recognition that visual-hypotheses in fish are a good kind of confounder for experiments testing mapping-hypotheses. This can be true even if the experiment gave a false result. If, for instance, the mummichogs had performed at random or worse vis-à-vis locating the water, this would provide strong negative evidence against visual hypotheses.

So the canon can be a source of confounders, but why think it a good source? One reason involves tying the belief-forming version of the canon to the pursuitworthiness version. If the canon provides reasons to expect some hypotheses to be more likely than others, then that is a pretty good guide, one would think, for pursuit. I happen to think that the two versions of the canon are linked in this way, but I don’t think an argument in favour of pursuitworthiness must make appeal to that connection. A complementary approach points out that those features
which are widespread in the lineage at hand are likely to have already been studied, or that studying them are more likely to have broad upshots across the group studied. Because the feature at hand is widespread, there is a better chance of developing experimental traditions involving further related subjects: we could, for instance, expand the mummichog experiments to minnows. Moreover, comparative thinking involves building an evolutionary profile of our target: understanding what is, for the lineage at hand, evolvable, adaptive, developmentally open, and so forth, and setting this in a comparative context with other lineages. Because Morgan’s canon (on my reading) is explicitly comparative, considering confounders and designing experiments following it should build just the knowledge-base required for evolutionary profiles. This is not, however, a complete reply to Fitzpatrick: no doubt the canon still seems to restrict speculation. I’ve two further comments on this. First, it is not obvious that unrestrained speculation is so productive in science: it is instead the tight connection between evidence, background knowledge, and empirical investigation that underwrite productive speculation (Currie 2018). Second, especially in its pursuitworthiness form, the canon acts as a productive guide, not an overweening law.

Let’s summarize. I’ve argued that the best understanding of Morgan’s canon involves comparative thinking. The canon is not about simplicity vis-à-vis some abstract a-priori principle, nor about functional cognitive capacities per se. It is instead about what patterns of cognitive prowess and mechanisms we should expect in critters of that phylogenetic and ecological history. I’ve made something of a bold bet: that uses of ‘simplicity’ amongst comparative psychologists track something like my account. Further, I’ve suggested that arguments against the canon sometimes conflate hypothesis acceptance with identifying and controlling for confounders. For the former question, the canon (correctly) asks us to situate our understanding of animal cognition in a comparative context. For the latter, the canon (productively) asks experimenters to seek out and control for confounders from cognitive capacities expected from the ancestral-adaptive context.
Does this count as a blanket vindication of Morgan’s canon? No. As we’ve seen, comparative thinking is at its most powerful when ancestry and adaptation are strong forces in shaping our target of interest. And this might not be true for all targets. It is unclear, for instance, whether we should apply this kind of thinking in artificial contexts. Although engineering and evolution are sometimes analogous (Calcott et al 2015). The locality of comparative thinking, its demand that we understand lineages in their phylogenetic and ecological contexts, makes the transfer of inference rules between biology and engineering tricky. In other words, no doubt we should strive to build comparisons between artificial and biological intelligences, but I suspect this will require leaving comparative thinking—and its power and insight—behind.

I want to close by highlighting a more subtle anthropocentrism which the comparative canon guards us from. As we’ve seen, many discussions of Morgan’s canon emphasize the need to control for over-projecting human cognitive powers to other animals. No doubt I would recognise water by recognising it as water, but this doesn’t license thinking the same of a mummichog. Morgan’s canon is sometimes thought of as introducing a new bias to counteract the anthropocentric one. On my interpretation, we do avoid this kind of over-attribution, but not because we’ve adopted a new bias. Instead, our empirically grounded expectations about the lineage at hand do the work. But anthropocentrism smuggles in another kind of bias often reinforced by functionalist conceptions: that there is a single, systematic, hierarchical way of understanding cognition (with our capacities placed somewhere near the top). As I speculated regarding Clever Hans, I see no reason to understand cognition as a monolithic nested hierarchy of dependence; it could prove to be a significantly more disparate, disunified, and messy business: and if we’re to understand it, comparative perspectives, with all their locality, are essential.

15 In sense, this aligns with Kirkpatrick’s ‘evidentialism’. However, where Kirkpatrick’s account appeals to general features of evidential reasoning, mine is closely tied to distinctively biological reasoning, that is, comparative thinking.
The account of comparative thinking I provided in Part 1, then, can be brought to bear in understanding the inferential and experimental practices of comparative psychology. In grappling with the cognition of animal minds, scientists often think comparatively: situating their subjects within evolutionary contexts and iteratively building evolutionary profiles.
3. The Shape of Life

Having considered comparative thinking in the concrete, experimental domain of animal cognition, let’s switch gears and see how it plays out on a grander scale: understanding macroevolutionary patterns. Here, we again see the importance of comparative thinking, but we also confront its limits.

We’ve considered the biological significance of *Heracles inexpectatus*. The discovery of a giant extinct parrot enriched our conception of the ancestry of Aotearoa’s birds, and helped understand patterns of gigantism across Aves. It thus informed several evolutionary profiles: one concerning *H. inexpectatus* and her relatives, another about how birds adapt to island life. Regarding the latter, Worthy et al (2019) said:

> It seems likely that the stochastic although often-times directional nature of successful dispersal and competitive exclusion by original founder species is what constrained the evolution of giant birds on smaller isolated islands... The NZ mainland is larger and more ecological complex than most islands and, lacking mammalian predators, predictably has produced the greatest diversity of giant avians anywhere. (Worthy et al 2019, 4).

Worthy et al’s claims can be understood using a metaphor of sorts: replays. A ‘replay’ involves winding back evolution’s clock to sometime in the past and then running it forwards again, asking which events will reoccur and which will not\(^\text{16}\). If we reset the biological clock to prior the dispersal of birds and play it forwards, what should we expect to see? If Worthy et al are right, we should expect smaller islands to be colonized by single-lineage giants, yet we won’t be able to predict which lineages in particular will form founding populations. Meanwhile in Aotearoa we’ll still see various radiations of giant flightless birds. These claims are about the shape of life. How contingent is life’s path? Will we see the same kinds of results over and again, or will there be

\(^{16}\) Gould thought of replays in terms of rewinding evolution’s tape, rather than its clock. Whether this shift in metaphor makes a difference I leave as an exercise for the reader.
surprising outcomes? Asking after the shape of life is to ask after the robustness or fragility of macroevolutionary outcomes\textsuperscript{17}. As Lindell Bromham puts it, “the study of macroevolution focuses on changes in biodiversity over time, space and lineages, describing and explaining changes in the representation of lineages in the biota” (Bromham 2016, 48, see also Turner & Havstad 2019, Grantham 2007). The dispersal of parrots across Aotearoa involved shifts in biodiversity across space in time as they radiated into new niches and Aotearoa’s environments changed around them. We’re here interested in the modal properties of such macroevolutionary events: did Aotearoa’s parrot dispersal have to happen that way, or could it have been different?

Motivated by Stephen Jay Gould’s \textit{Wonderful Life} (1990), the shape of life is often treated very generally. Consider the \textit{Radical Contingency Thesis} (RCT). At a first pass, this says that on replays the biological world would turn out vastly different than it has; evolutionary outcomes are fragile. The contrasting thesis is radical convergence: on replays the same kinds of events will reoccur; evolutionary outcomes are robust (see Beatty 1996, Wong 2019, Powell 2009, McConwell 2017). Russell Powell and Carlos Mariscal characterize the contingency thesis as follows:

the [radical contingency thesis] is fundamentally a metaphysical (modal) thesis... it holds that certain macroevolutionary outcomes are highly sensitive to low probability events which are unlikely to be replicated across the vast majority of alternative histories of life (Powell & Mariscal 2015, 3).

According to the RCT we should, for instance, expect bird dispersal to be unpredictable. This unpredictability is not due to some epistemic lack in us, but because of the complexity and fragility of macroevolutionary outcomes.

\textsuperscript{17} Here by ‘robustness’ I mean the outcome will occur across a wide range of possibilities given certain starting conditions, while fragility is the inverse.
Questions of contingency matter for Big Biological Questions. First, if life is contingent, then it won’t be governed by general laws (Beatty 1996, Mitchell 1997, Sober 1997). Second, if macroevolutionary outcomes are contingent, then microevolutionary approaches might not be sufficient to understand them, necessitating an autonomous science of macroevolution (McConwell & Currie 2017, Grantham 1999, Turner 2011). Third, life’s contingency suggests that our evolution wasn’t foreordained; humans aren’t so special. Gould, for instance, highlights one apparently insignificant member of the weird and wonderful Cambrian fauna: *Pikaia*. *Pikaia* is reconstructed as a proto-vertebrate, the earliest known. If *Pikaia* and her relatives didn’t happen to survive, Gould suggests, then our species couldn’t have evolved. Thus, all our great works owe themselves in part to a tiny lancet-like critter\(^\text{18}\). Fourth, contingency matters for exobiology. If we found life on other planets, will we see similar things to on Earth? When looking for life, what signals should we hunt for (Powell & Mariscal 2014, McGhee 2012, Powell 2020)? I’m here concerned with how comparative thinking leads us to conceive of contingency theses.

Distinguish between *contextual* and *general* contingency theses. The former concern some subset of life, the contingency or otherwise of particular outcomes or patterns, such as patterns of gigantism in birds across various islands. The latter says something like: macroevolution is itself contingent. I’ll argue that very general forms of the thesis are conceptually and empirically intractable (Losos 2018 argues for a similar conclusion). Does anyone advance general versions of the thesis? Yes:

Although Gould tended to focus on animal morphology, he argued that ‘almost every interesting event of life’s history falls into the realm of contingency’ (p. 290)—remarks which suggest that the RCT was proposed not as a narrow claim about the evolution of animal body plans, but rather as a general thesis about the grand-scale organization of life on the Earth. (Powell & Mariscal 2015, 2-3).

---

\(^{18}\) Gould’s point doesn’t turn on whether *Pikaia* really was the ancestor of all vertebrates, just that something like that lineage was.
Philosophers interested in Gould’s discussion have focused on various notions of ‘contingency’ he appears to conflate. For instance: should we imagine replays from identical starting points, or from slightly different starting points? John Beatty distinguished between contingency per se—initial conditions are insufficient for an outcome—and contingent upon—some initial conditions are necessary for an outcome (Beatty 2006). Gould seems to be suggesting both that Pikaia’s surviving the Cambrian is necessary for vertebrate radiation and that Pikiai’s survival was not guaranteed (that is, the conditions of the Cambrian weren’t sufficient alone for Pikia’s ancestors surviving and flourishing). Regarding contingency per se, it is tempting to link contingency with indeterminacy. In a deterministic world, conditions at some arbitrary time, and the laws of nature, are in combination sufficient to decide the state of the world at any other time. In such a world, if we started from identical conditions, we’d get identical replays. Gould is not best read as appealing to determinism or indeterminism. Rather, he’s interested in whether some relevant set of initial conditions are sufficient to determine the outcome. That is, biological outcomes are contingent per se when the relevant biological facts (as opposed to all the facts) were not sufficient to determine the outcome (see Powell 2009, McConwell & Currie 2017).¹⁹

Changing the timing of replays (or, more carefully, the factors we hold fixed) generates new questions about life’s shape. By the Cambrian, say, much about life was set: it is carbon-based, part of a global oxygen-carbon dioxide exchange, using a four code DNA sequence, the major phyla (including the vertebrates) are in play, and so on. We might ask, given those conditions, whether the subsequent vertebrate success story was guaranteed. But on earlier reruns different backgrounds will matter. To see this, let’s contrast Gould with Simon Conway-Morris (2002). Conway-Morris is typically associated with a non-contingent view of life: if Pikaia hadn’t made it some suitably human-like things would have evolved anyway. However, contingency still looms

¹⁹ Beatty 2016 has since doubled-down on indeterminacy, and Ereshefsky & Turner 2019 have responded¹⁹.
large. Conway-Morris reckoned life’s emergence is very unlikely, its arising in the first place relies upon a very particular set of improbable events. On this view, if we rewound the tape to before life’s emergence on Earth, we should bet against life happening at all. So, both Gould and Conway-Morris agree that life is contingent, but disagree on where the contingency is located.

So, by restarting at different points in time, and by holding different backgrounds fixed, a plethora of different claims about contingency are generated. Despite this, Gould and Conway-Morris are often interpreted as providing general accounts of life’s contingency or otherwise. Although Conway-Morris thinks life’s being on earth is contingent, he does think that if life were to arise, it would—inevitability—lead to relevantly human-like beings. Gould disagrees. Notice differences in scope: asking whether life on earth would be the same if we replayed from the Cambrian is a very different question to asking what life on other planets might be like, or on alternative Earths replayed earlier than life’s emergence (see Wong 2019’s notion of ‘modal range’). General contingency theses, then, say that—across these variations—macroevolutionary outcomes are contingent, while general convergence theses say the opposite.

But what evidence could we have of such theses? Powell and Mariscal have an excellent discussion rooted in comparative thinking. I’ll build on theirs, ultimately generating a challenge for evidencing general contingency theses. I’ll start with their account of contingency, disambiguating a few concepts and providing some theoretical machinery going forwards. I’ll then turn to comparative evidence for or against contingency theses: namely convergences and unique events. I’ll then be in a place to be pessimistic about general contingency theses.

3.1 Morphospace and Contingency

Having evolved at least four times, dog-skull morphology is relatively common amongst carnivorous marsupials, while cat-skull morphology is unheard of. Competing explanations for this uniqueness appeals to divergences in placental and marsupial development. Perhaps the
 marsupial’s extremely early birth, and the requirement to reach the safety of the pouch, necessitates the early development of strong jaws; perhaps the relative simplicity of marsupial tooth development blocks the evolution of cat-like dental morphology. This is a contextual contingency question: what does the evolution of cat-like morphology depend upon? In this section, I’ll connect discussions of evolutionary profiles, such as that of cat-skull evolution, with the notion of ‘morphospaces’ before connecting this with Powell & Mariscal’s account of contingency.

In a theoretical morphospace, morphology is conceived via a limited set of dimensions which together generate the relevant forms (McGhee 1999, Maclaurin 2003, Currie 2012). The paradigm example is David Raup’s pioneering work on shells (Raup 1966). Shell growth can be geometrically modelled. Raup took three dimensions: the translation rate, expansion rate and the distance of the generating curve from the coiling axis, and from this generated a three-dimensional space of possible shells. The theoretical shell space is the geometric result of those dimensions’ unfurling. Onto this theoretically-generated space Raup layered an empirical morphospace. An empirical morphospace describes the morphology of actually occurring shells in nature. By comparing theoretical and empirical morphospaces (see figure 8), Raup generated a set of questions. For each part of unoccupied theoretical morphospace we can ask why hasn’t this region been colonized? For each part of occupied theoretical morphospace we can ask why have these lineages colonized these morphologies? And indeed, of each lineage we can ask why is the lineage distributed across morphospace as it is?
As George McGhee conceptualizes it, two broad factors explain the distribution of actual forms across a theoretical morphospace (McGhee 2012). First, developmental possibility. From certain regions, some morphologies might not be ‘reachable’. Hypotheses concerning the lack of marsupial cats have this form. Features of marsupial ontogeny block routes to some areas of morphospace—routes that are open to placentals. Second, functional possibility. Here, McGhee refers to the fitness of those morphologies. Some morphologies might be bad bets: too inefficient, structurally unsound, carrying major energetic costs, or adding a critical disadvantage in the endless rounds of predation, predation-avoidance, mating, and ensuring the next generation’s survival, that are natural selection’s levers.
At low dimensions, morphospaces are a useful way of understanding how comparative thinking builds evolutionary profiles. Although morphospaces are focused on morphology, it doesn’t take much imagination to extend the idea to other elements of life: a space of possible genes or developmental resources, for instance.

Raup’s shell morphospace and carnivore skull space we saw in the introduction are both contextual morphospaces in two senses\(^{20}\). First, in terms of theoretical morphospace, they capture a particular kind of morphology such as shells or skull-shapes. Second, the latter’s empirical morphospace is constrained to mammalian carnivores. As such, they are evolutionary profiles useful for probing contextual contingency theses.

McGhee suggests we can also consider life’s shape in terms of total morphospace. That is, instead of restricting ourselves to a simple range of morphologies, we ask ourselves about the shape of life generally. Given the whole range of how living systems might be, why are some areas occupied and others not? Although as we’ll see I’m no fan of general morphospaces, it is worth getting clear on what they are and how they relate to contingency theses before turning to complaints. Following the distinction between functional and developmental possibility above, we can conceive of this enormous theoretical morphospace as shaped by these two constraints on biological possibility.

We now are in the position to consider the spectrum of all possible existent, nonexistent, and impossible biological forms. Let us consider the developmental constraint boundary… to spatially portray the spectrum of all biological forms that can be developed by life on Earth. That is, forms within this region can be developed by organisms present on Earth, but forms outside this region cannot. We now see that four different regions of potential form exist within the morphospace. (McGhee 2012, 250).

\(^{20}\) One difference is in the order of construction: the shell-space is constructed \textit{a priori} from Raup’s dimensions, while the skull-space is abstracted from data via principle component analysis.
In figure 9, we can think of the actual forms of life on Earth as occupying the intersection of the functionally and developmentally possible regions of total morphospace.

Following McGhee, we have four spaces to consider: (i) those morphologies that are functionally and developmentally possible, (ii) those which are functionally possible but not on Earth, (iii) those which are developmentally possible but are selected against, and (iv) those which are neither functionally nor developmentally possible. Such a total morphospace gives us conceptual grip on what might be meant by a general contingency thesis. Of the occupied areas of the total morphospace, what proportion are repeatedly occupied, what proportion are occupied once and what proportion are empty? Further, what determines movement through morphospace: development, selection, chance, something else? McGhee explicitly links consideration of total morphospaces to contingency.

At first this question may seem to be so abstract as to be of no real importance, but it is of critical importance in our consideration of the question of predictability in evolution...

We know that much of the convergent evolution of life on Earth is driven by developmental constraint, yet we do not know the answer to two of the most fundamental questions concerning developmental constraint itself: “How did development originate [on Earth]? ”and “How did the developmental repertoire evolve?
" (Müller 2007, 944). Only when we have the answers to those two questions can we make predictions about the possible evolution of alien developmental repertoires, and whether or not those developmental repertoires might be similar to those found in Earth life. (McGhee 2012, 251-252)

Or as I would put it: in building an evolutionary profile of all life, we need to understand to what extent life’s path on Earth has been constrained and shaped by shared, inherited developmental systems. Again, we can compare these with local contingency theses, such as the evolution of cat-like dental morphology depends on non-marsupial development. We’d here envision the space of possible marsupial dental morphology, with molar-incisor gaps being functionally possible but not developmentally possible.

Morphospaces help us understand the evolutionary profiles at the integrative core of comparative thinking, as well as understand both contextual and general contingency theses. Let’s combine this with Powell & Mariscal’s account of radical contingency. Here it is:

We will consider an outcome radically contingent when its existence depends on events occurring during a given evolutionary path that are unlikely to be replicated across the vast majority of alternative evolutionary histories. Radically contingent systems may be contrasted with robustly convergent systems in which many outcomes remain accessible from distant evolutionary trajectories. (Powell & Mariscal 2017, 2).

When we ask whether some evolutionary outcome is radically contingent, we’re asking, upon surveying total morphospace, how often that outcome occurs. Powell & Mariscal’s account focuses on phyla-level or other broad contexts. Even if some outcomes are robust given relatively constrained situations (say, if given a marsupial-like ancestry dog-like skulls are likely to evolve), the point is that they are fragile across total morphospace (say, only in the mammal-like histories
do we get dog-like skulls). Powell & Mariscal’s account appears to conflate two distinct notions: probability and dependency, which I’ll disambiguate.

Dependency and probability can be pulled apart. The molar-incisor gap might depend on a placental-like developmental system. That is, molar-incisor morphology space is only occupied by, and accessible to, critters with those developmental systems. But this isn’t fully informative of the likelihood of molar-incisor morphology. Likelihood is commonly understood as a kind of conditional probability: how probable an observation is given a hypothesis. We can consider other conditional probabilities as well, say, the probability of some outcome given some prior event. It could be that, given our understanding of placental developmental systems, it is highly likely that we’ll see cat-like teeth. Or, it could be that although placental development is required, it is still unlikely that molar-incisor gaps will evolve. Even if the existence of the incisor-molar gap is highly dependent on having a placental developmental system, it doesn’t follow that it will be replicated across alternative evolutionary histories. Moreover, patterns of dependence can be highly complex and interwoven. One way of getting cat-like teeth is to have the right developmental system and to have selection for strangulation. But there may be others, and there may be more dependencies. That is, multiple routes might be available through morphospace: the dependencies may be partial. So, we might come to understand the (let’s call it) topography of morphospace: the patterns of dependence between the dimensions and thus the routes of accessibility through it. But knowing topography doesn’t tell us about conditional nor total probability. There might be multiple routes, but each of these might be extremely improbable. So, determining a contingency thesis involves asking three questions: One, what is the space of possibility? That is, determining the relevant dimensions. Two, what is the topography? That is, discovering the dependency relations across those dimensions. Three, what are the conditional probabilities? That is, understanding how probability is distributed across the morphospace.
Contingency theses, then, can be disambiguated into claims about the topography of empirical morphospaces and the distribution of probability across them. An outcome might be highly contingent insofar as there is only one route to it; but that very same outcome might be highly uncontingent due to being highly probable. Because I’m unsure of how to determine probability distributions across morphospaces, I’ll focus on topography going forwards. That is, we’ll understand radically contingent outcomes as being inaccessible across morphospace: there are few routes to that location21 (Inkpen & Turner 2012 take a similar approach). Such contextual morphospaces consist in (1) a theoretical morphospace consisting of a few explicitly characterized dimensions; (2) an empirical morphospace capturing which critters occupy the theoretical space.

So, a contextual contingency thesis says that, given contextual morphospace, some outcome is accessible by very few routes. By contrast a general contingency thesis says, given total morphospace, outcomes are accessible by very few routes. How might we evidence such theses? Comparative thinking provides some answers: and reasons to worry about general theses.

3.2 Convergence & Singletons

Contingency theses are questions about the modal robustness of life. They concern not how life actually unfurled, but how it could have. Evidential access to possibility is tricky when you’ve only one case. In establishing a causal connection scientists run multiple experiments, varying controls and hunting for confounders. You can’t say that mummichogs locate water by looking for reflectance patterns just by observing a single fish. But life on Earth has arisen but once and we’ve not found it elsewhere. Nonetheless, we can consider two sources of empirical evidence (Sterelny 2005, Mariscal 2015). First, experiments. We can rerun evolutionary events in controlled

---

21 Such an account is vulnerable to a recent complaint from Wong: some accounts of contingency do not guarantee the evitability of a contingent outcome. That is, on this account it is possible for an outcome to be contingent, as there is only one route to it in morphospace, but nonetheless guaranteed to occur because the probability of that route is one (Wong 2020).
environments using small, tractable critters such as *E. coli*. These have been much-discussed, and no doubt provide insights into evolutionary patterns and the robustness of some outcomes (Parke 2014, Beatty 2006, Desjardins 2011b). However, questions of scale loom large here: it is difficult to ascertain the relationship between repeated or non-repeated mutation events in *E. coli* under highly controlled experimental conditions and, say, the contingency or otherwise of *Pikaia* and her relatives’ survival. The second source of evidence—and my focus here—Involves comparative thinking. Although life has only arisen once, it is marked by patterns of radiations, adaptations, and so forth. These outcomes could act as ‘natural experiments’ and inform us about contingency.

Convergence, the repeated evolution of similar traits, is the most discussed evidence in this arena (Conway Morris 2002, Sterelny 2005, Powell 2012, Currie 2012). As we’ve seen, island gigantism occurs over and again across birds—even parrots—and this, you might think, provides evidence of the robustness of that kind of evolutionary event. We can conceive of each *Aves* lineage reaching an island, shedding flight and becoming enormous, as an experimental run. This enables us to determine various dependencies between those events. For instance, because smaller islands are relatively limited in terms of niche space, we should expect only a single lineage to become gigantic—and this is indeed what we see. Examining patterns of convergence, then, can empirically inform us about the contingency (or lack thereof) of evolutionary outcomes: convergence speaks in favour of evolution’s repeatability.

William Wong has argued that in addition to convergence we can examine unique lineages, what I’ll call singletons.

These are forms that, for one reason or another, have evolved uniquely. Often peculiar and distinctive, these forms constitute direct counter-examples to the robust view of life in that their evolution has been singular within the corresponding range. But their evidential role extends further than acting as mere counter-examples: the reasons for
their singular evolution are informative of the way in which evolution has failed to be robust. (Wong 2019, 22).

You might worry about unique singletons: aren’t all lineages unique? Wong argues that evolutionary uniqueness can be identified so long as we’re clear on what trait and context interest us. As we’ve seen, cats are unique across Carnivora and carnivorous marsupials for their molar-incisor gaps and killing via strangulation; they’re potentially not unique across life (for all I know, there may be other critters with the gap or with that killing method) and they’re certainly not unique in terms of having, say, a Carnivora jaw. Similar could be said concerning convergences. Bats and birds are convergent vis-à-vis having wings, but they’re not vis-à-vis wing structure, as birds’ wings are stretched out across a single ‘finger’, while bat wings are more articulated and use three digits. Wong argues that the occurrence of singletons speak in favour of contingent evolutionary outcomes at least in a local way (see also Losos 2017, chapter 3).

We thus have a strategy for investigating life’s shape: survey convergences and singletons. There are some ambitious examples out there. Both Conway-Morris and McGhee have published long lists of convergences across life’s scales; and Geerat Vermeij has considered singletons (2006). But what are we to make of such surveys? Jonathon Losos, for one, thinks we should do better:

We could argue these points back and forth until we’re blue in the face. I’d throw out the platypus, you’d counter with convergent hedgehogs; I’d postulate the unique, algae-encrusted upside-down-hanging tree sloth, you’d retort with bipedal-hopping mice independently evolved on three continents. And that is how, essentially, the controversy has been debated historically, by compiling lists and telling stories. (Losos 2017, 106)

Losos thinks convergences can be studied more carefully. Examine changes on a small scale, across a particular radiation event, and apply statistical methods to determine the causal specs
(see also Bromham 2016). He also, similarly to me, rejects general contingency theses. However, I will sound a note of caution regarding too much emphasis on statistical, experimental methods: we needn’t read surveys as mere lists, but in terms of comparative thinking. When I appeal to the convergence between, say, hedgehogs and echidna, I’m situating them in terms of ancestry and adaptation; how their particular ancestral and environmental history shaped them into that morphology. Restricting ourselves to statistically amenable events has the same challenge as laboratory experiments: scale. It isn’t clear what the relationship is between a single lineage of lizards radiating across several islands and Pikaia’s survival or otherwise. This doesn’t mean that Losos’ approach is mistaken, rather his arguments against considering convergences in less ‘experimental’ contexts are too quick. Insofar as Losos and I both reject uncontextual contingency theses and demand that convergences and singletons be placed in a comparative context, however, we’re very much on the same page.

To sum up, some access to the repeatability or otherwise of evolutionary outcomes can be had via examining life across multiple scales and angles: this is how an evolutionary profile reveals itself. We can run lab experiments on E. coli and similar critters, we can examine small-scale radiations and bring statistical methods to bare, and we can compile convergences and singletons across life and through the fossil record. Together, this can provide access to the patterns of dependency across local morphospaces, and thus inform us about contextual contingency theses.

But what about general contingency theses?

Concerning total morphospace, not just any old convergence will do. Learning that, say, carnivorous marsupials often converge on a dog-like skull tells us about the repeatability of the skull morphology in marsupials, not across total morphospace. It doesn’t, for instance, tell us what to expect on other planets. After all, we don’t know how likely marsupial-like morphology and developmental systems are. One answer to this problem is to identify particular
convergences as being particularly telling: it isn’t all convergences, but those with a particular set of properties which can speak for or against general contingency theses. The most developed version of this strategy is Powell and Mariscal’s. They argue that a set of convergences test general contingency theses when they meet three conditions.

First, the characterization shouldn’t be too abstract (they call this ‘specificity’). Recall McGhee’s category of ‘carrion eaters’, which included carrion beetles and hyenas. Even if, squinting our eyes, we agree these are ecological equivalents, we might nonetheless note the equivalence is realized via massively divergent structures. Recall the shallowness problem from part 1: if convergences are only identified via highly abstract categories, that doesn’t tell us much about the specific structures that instantiate them, limiting their evidential value. Predicting that, say, life on other planets will likely evolve light detecting apparatus (assuming there’s light!), or that there will be predators and prey, seem like safe bets. But this barely contradicts the radical contingency thesis, as this concerns the distribution of structures and mechanisms across total morphospace. So, less abstract convergences, those involving the evolution of structural and molecular elements are more telling. A classic example is the evolution of lens camera eyes (although there are important differences in how lens eyes work in different taxa).

The image-forming eye includes several distinct eye types—variations on camera and compound configurations—each of which is highly structurally specific, including particular cornea, lens and retina configurations…. Camera-type eyes, for example, have evolved not only in vertebrates, arthropods, molluscs and cnidarians, but even in microbial eukaryotes. (Powell & Mariscal 2015, box 1).

Second, the convergences should be highly independent, that is, they should lack shared developmental resources. This is because the occurrence of parallel evolution raises no trouble for contingency theorists: if developmental constraint is powerful, it is no surprise to find repeated evolution. Often, phylogenetic distance is used as a proxy for independence, but this is
a proxy only: highly conserved ‘deep’ homologies could still play a large role in shaping convergent evolution. Ideally, a causal understanding of the actual developmental mechanisms should be had. As Powell and Marsical point out, although there are empirical and conceptual challenges to identifying independence mechanistically, it is nonetheless tractable.

Third, we should consider the scope, or range and ubiquity of the conditions under which the convergent traits can obtain. Scope encompasses environments and traits. Evolving a molar-incisor gap requires having mammalian-style dental morphology in the first place; evolving island gigantism requires the existence of islands (or at least climes with island-like isolation). The repeatability of very narrow scopes can turn in part on the commonness of those conditions, thus making them unhelpful evidence regarding the radical contingency thesis. Those obtainable under more general conditions are more telling.

Powell & Mariscal’s idea, then, is that convergences that are high in detail (not too abstract), independent and with broad scope, truly challenge the radical contingency thesis. In other words, paths exhibiting convergences across total morphospace demonstrate how evolution is highly constrained. By their lights, showing that two or more lineages, despite not sharing developmental resources nor particularly similar environments, evolved remarkably similar structures, shows that paths in morphospace are no way near that constrained; or at least are not constrained by contingent biological features. Powell & Mariscal’s account is steeped in comparative thinking, envisioning lineages as shaped by ancestry and adaptation. However, the comparative nature of the work exactly makes me pessimistic about general contingency theses, and whether Powell and Mariscal’s convergences can bear on them. This challenge will bring us back to the locality of comparative thinking: its power lies in how lineages are shaped by ancestry and adaptation, and as the reach of general contingency theses goes beyond these, they lack both the conceptual and empirical clarity comparative thinking affords.

### 3.3 Challenging General Contingency Theses
I’ve suggested that we can understand contingency theses using morphospaces. Contextual contingency theses claim that certain routes through low-dimensional morphospaces or across particular taxonomic groups are highly path dependent. General contingency theses claim that routes through total morphospace are highly path dependent. We’ve also identified a strategy for empirical traction on contingency theses: examine patterns of contingency and singletons. We’re now in a place to worry about total morphospace and thus general contingency theses.

As we’ve seen, comparative evidence is local: sensitive to description, situated within a phylogeny, and specific to the trait at hand. But radical contingency theses are highly unlocal: they concern the shape of total morphospace. This raises two related problems. First, in total morphospace, there is no theoretical morphospace in which to situate the empirical morphospace. Second, there is no independent reason to think that contingency (or robustness!) in one region or dimension of total morphospace will translate to contingency (or robustness!) in another.

Comparative thinking is sensitive to description. That is, the inferences we can draw, and which comparisons or contrasts are relevant, are highly sensitive to how we characterize our comparisons. *H. inexpectatus* is not unique for being a parrot that weighs more than three kilograms—Kakapo manage that—but they are unique for being the largest parrot (thus far). Similarly, they’re not unique among aves for being island giants but they are, so far as we know, unique amongst the parrots. So, our scope, how we characterize our target, makes a difference. One way of understanding theoretical morphospaces is as a precise and abstract way of characterizing a trait. In the carnivore skull space, skulls are very specifically described in terms of two dimensions along which skull-morphology may be transformed. In Raup’s shells, shells are described in terms of three dimensions of growth. This provides a geometric, precise and specific base for comparisons. It is exactly because we can characterize the theoretical morphospace as we do that we can lay the empirical morphospace over it. This allows comparative thinking to
come into its own: identifying puzzling gaps (why no marsupials in cat space), convergences (marsupials with dog-like skulls) and generating and testing hypotheses regarding the evolutionary profile.

By contrast, a total morphospace does not specify a trait at a level of specification, it rather asks us to imagine all character states at all levels of specification. As such, there is no theoretical grounding with which to compare the actual distribution of life to. There being a theoretical morphospace relies upon characterizing a trait: and general morphospaces do not do so. Because the traits which the space is based on are unspecified there is no way to, for instance, identify empty locations within it. The power of comparative thinking depends in part on empirically-rooted descriptions of characters. A total morphospace is, in a sense at least, characterless, and thus comparative evidence loses its power. As such, it is unclear what to make of appeals to Powell & Mariscal’s unabstrac, independent and wide-range convergences. Although indeed they are instances where multiple routes have been taken to similar biological structures, without a general trait-space in which to situate them, we cannot build the kind of evolutionary profile a proper understanding of life’s shape demands.

The second worry is more direct. Because comparative evidence is specific to the comparator traits, we’re not licensed to infer from a particular trait being robust or fragile to traits being generally so. As we’ve seen, Worthy et al make various claims about bird dispersal. Critically, although we should expect a single lineage to go giant on a small island, we shouldn’t expect a particular lineage to do so. Islands are small and isolated. They thus have limited niche space and cannot support multiple lineages of giant flightless birds. Further, their isolation makes them prone to founder effects: who gets to be the island giant turns on who happens to turn up. Note the specificity: learning that the diversity of a small island’s giant birds is predictable doesn’t grant us leave to infer that which bird lineages will be giants is predictable. We have robustness on one level—diversity—and fragility on another—phylogeny. I’ve argued that this is a
characteristic constraint on comparative reasoning. Without extra considerations either way, learning that some outcome specified one way is robust or fragile doesn’t grant us reason to think that the outcome specified differently is similarly fragile or robust. You might worry that my characterization of specificity takes things far too far. After all, many inferences in biology rely on aspects of different characters being coupled (Finkelman 2019): both phylogenetic and convergent inferences do exactly this. But those inferences have specific, well-established grounding in an evolutionary profile. In those instances, we have good reason to believe them coupled. Without such reasons, the specificity of comparative thinking blocks the inference.

The upshot is: learning that, say, the evolution of lens-eyes is a surprisingly robust evolutionary outcome across a wide range of conditions and developmental systems doesn’t grant us leave to say that other features (even those associated with lens-eyes) are similarly robust, much less to think that lens-eye-evolution is representative of total morphospace. So, Powell & Mariscal’s strategy of picking out a particular set of convergences will not aid us in exploring the shape of total morphospace. Having said this, insofar as they seek to show that there might be some rather general things to be said about the evolution of certain traits within comparative constraints. Their argument—if successful—doesn’t clash with locality in the sense I’ve discussed it.

Another strategy is to think of general contingency theses as, as it were, collections or summaries of contextual contingency theses. As we determine robustness or contingency at particular descriptive and phylogenetic grains, we might slowly build up a picture of the fragility of evolutionary outcomes generally. This is fine insofar as we want to identify sets of contextual theses with a general thesis, but often this doesn’t capture what folks have in mind when they discuss life’s radical contingency (or robustness). As we saw earlier, such theses are about the ‘grand scale organization of life’. The shape of life writ large as McGhee tackles it might be outside of our empirical and conceptual remit. Moreover, it isn’t obvious to me why we’d be so
interested in conjoined contextual theses: given the locality of comparative thinking, I’m inclined to think it is how robust or fragile evolutionary outcomes are when ancestrally and adaptively situated that is interesting and informative. Locality could lead to scepticism about the broad generalities like those Powell & Mariscal tackle as well. Focusing on less ambitious contextual analyses we are led down productive, iterative pathways: consider again the work on cat skulls in the introduction, where consideration of the morphology of jaw musculature lead to a discussion of adaptation, feline ancestry, the relationship between themselves and other mammals, both placental and marsupial, and the construction of various evolutionary profiles. I’m less confident of the fruitfulness of more abstract, general theses (although see Powell 2020 for an impressive attempt!).

It is particularly in combination that these two complaints constitute a substantive challenge to general contingency or convergence theses. Because total morphospace doesn’t characterize a trait, it cannot be understood as an evolutionary profile. Because overcoming specificity requires situating lineages in an evolutionary profile, singletons or convergences can at best only dimly inform us regarding decontextual contingency theses about total morphospace.

To what extent evolutionary outcomes qua evolutionary outcomes are robust or fragile is—according to this challenge anyway—a mistaken question. Where does this leave us? I don’t think that abandoning general contingency theses undermines studying life’s shape. It instead encourages us to see that work in a far more piece-meal way. Gould may very well be right (or wrong!) that major events in life’s history were radically contingent, and that this matters for the role of laws in biology, for the evitability of humans, for the autonomy of macroevolutionary science, and for exobiology, but this needn’t be thought of in terms of a thesis about total morphospace. Instead, these are a series of theses about local morphospaces. But remember, ‘local’ in my sense needn’t mean ungrand, or not ranging across much of life. It simply means constrained by comparative thinking in just the way that general contingency theses are not.
Consideration of the shape of life takes us to the very edges of comparative thinking and, perhaps, striving for generality across life might strain it to breaking point.
Conclusion

Living systems evolve. Diversity accumulates as lineages split, mutations arise, and the vagaries of birth and death sum up to extinction and speciation. Simultaneously, stable patterns arise and are maintained through complex interactions of mating events, gene transfer and the culling of variants less suited to their environments. One lineage of Carnivora, the felines, struck upon a novel jaw structure which underwrote a novel method for dispatching prey. Their environments proffered opportunity for adaptation and their placental ancestry bequeathed the resources required for evolving to their way of life. Similar stories could be told for all life, and this gives comparative thinking its empirical power.

Comparative thinking confronts the nature of living systems by integrating processes of adaptation, development, shifting environments, and ancestry—the history and capacities of lineages—into evolutionary profiles. Such profiles provide rich resources for understanding and empirically investigating lineages. As in animal cognition, comparative thinking explains why some experiments are designed as they are, and on what basis we might accept or reject hypotheses about animal minds. But comparative thinking also confronts the limitations of what we might know about life: it is a fundamentally local kind of knowledge. These limitations might mean that considering life at its grandest scales requires going beyond comparative thinking, leaving behind its considerable empirical power. Biologists think in multiple ways, appropriately given life’s multiplicity, but a powerful and fundamentally biological way of thinking is comparative.
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